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“ the extreme ultraviolet has changed from a little-known region to a 
well-recognised and important part of the spectrum ”

Professor Lyman, 1928

"Do I believe in God? I am plagued by doubts What if everything is 
an illusion and nothing exists? In that case, / definitely overpaid for 
my carpet If only God would give some clear sign1 Like making a 

large deposit in my name at a Swiss Bank ”

Woody Allen, 1972
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Abstract

When the output of a high-power laser is focussed onto the surface of a solid 
target, a localised and short-lived plasma is formed which is charactensed by high 
electron densities and temperatures As a result, such plasmas radiate predominantly 
m the extreme UV and x-ray spectral regions Results from a study on the dependence 
of extreme ultraviolet (XUV) emission from plasmas created with a conventional 
Nd YAG laser (500 mJ, 10 ns) on target elements from carbon through lead are 
presented A complete descnption of the XUV flux measurement system is given For 
a number of elements, spectral measurements in the energy region of interest were 
recorded using a 2 2 m grazing incidence multichannel photoelectnc spectrometer 
These spectra are used to generate a complementary atomic-number dependence 
which is compared with that yielded from the flux measurement system

The XUV emission spectra from plasmas of cobalt through zinc are measured 
The corresponding predominant ion stages and electron temperatures are inferred 
from these spectra Emission spectra were previously recorded on a 2 m photographic 
grazing incidence spectrograph As a result of this study, new lines from the 3s23pn 
->  3s23pn_14s transitions arrays, for n = 1, 3 and 4, have been classified

Finally, following recent reports on sub-nanosecond double-pulsed laser- 
produced plasmas yielding enhanced x-ray emission, we have performed aicorresponding study with our table-top laser source Results from measurements of 
the XUV dependence on time-delay, energy ratio and overlap between the laser pulses 
are reported We have observed up to a 40% increase in the XUV flux, under certain 
conditions, over single pulse produced plasmas of the same total laser pulse energy

VIII



Chapter 1

Introduction
In this chapter, the basic physics of plasmas is introduced and a number of different 

plasma-productton techniques briefly outlined The generation and evolution of a laser- 
produced plasma is discussed and associated plasma models are mentioned Some 
important applications of laser-plasma light sources are underlined and the relative 
merits of different XUV sources compared An introduction to the work undertaken in 
this thesis draws the chapter to a conclusion Formulae are given in the international 
system ( S I ) of units unless otherwise stated

1.1 Overview
T his section  briefly rev iew s the general p h y sics  o f  p lasm as The features o f  a 

se lected  num ber o f  m ethods for p lasm a production are h ighlighted , w ith  the focu s on  
laser-produced  p lasm as T he U V -w av elen gth  su b division s are d efin ed  and associated  
nom enclature is  g iven

1.1.1 General Plasma Properties
A  sign ifican t confirm ation  o f  E in ste in ’s theory o f  the interaction o f  radiation  

w ith  m atter w as the advent o f  the laser [1] In turn, the interaction o f  laser radiation  
w ith  m atter has heralded a w h o le  n ew  fie ld  o f  basic and applied  p h y sics  research A t 
h ig h  la ser  irrad iances, a ll m ateria ls are v a p o u n sed  and io n ised , form in g w h at is  
k n ow n  as a p lasm a T h e term “p lasm a” w as first u sed  to d e sc n b e  the c o lle c t iv e  
behaviour o f  charged particles by Tonk & Langm uir [2] in their study o f  oscilla tion s m  
electric  d ischarges T he p lasm a state, often  referred to as the “fourth state o f  m atter1” , 
is  b e liev ed  to  accou n t for  about 99 9% o f  apparent m atter in  the u n iverse  w hether  
stellar or interstellar material

For a co llec tion  o f  charged particles to be d efin ed  as a p lasm a, certain criteria  
m ust be satisfied  [4]

1) T he p resen ce o f  c o l le c t iv e  e ffec ts  con stitu tes a prim ary p lasm a con d itio n  A
quantative measure of this criterion is the Debye length, , the distance over which
the e lectr ic  f ie ld  o f  an in d iv id u al charge exten d s b efore it is  e ffe c t iv e ly  sh ie ld ed  by  
op p osite ly  charged particles in  its environ It m ay be d efined  as

X D =  «  7(T e(eV )/n c(cm-3))i/2 (cm ) (1 )

1 First coined by W Cookes [3] The plasma state follows in the series of solid, liquid and gaseous states of 
matter
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where ne is the number of electrons per unit volume of charge e, kB is the Boltzmann
constant, Te is the absolute electron temperature (Note 1 eV = 11,600 K) Beyond

collective effects dominate Thus the first cntenon may be stated as
*D «  L  ( 2 )

where L is the linear extent of the plasma
2) The assumption of a large number of particles m the neighbourhood of a 

particular charged particle to provide the decrease in the field for the deduction of the 
Debye length is a further cntenon To ensure applicability of this cntenon, the number
of particles, Np, within a Debye sphere of radius Xp, must be greater than 1, i e ,

Nd = (47meV ) /3  = 1380 Tc(eV)3/2/nc(cm-3)'/2 » 1  (3)
3) Quasi-neutrality is another important condition which may be defined by

n, = ne (4)
where n1 is the plasma ion density That is to say, the system retains overall space 
charge neutrality

4) A charactenstic parameter of a plasma is the fundamental frequency, cope, at 
which the electrons oscillate Generally called the plasma frequency, it may be defined 
as

Wpg = (e2ne/80mc)1/'2 = 5 65X104 ne(crrr3)1/2 (5)
where me is the electronic mass and £$ is the permittivity of free space Collisions 
between ions and electrons will tend to dampen these collective oscillations Thus, in 
order for oscillations to be only slightly damped, the collisional frequency, 0)c, must 
be so small that

(Ope »  CGc (6 )

1.1.2 Methods of Plasma Production
P la sm a s m ay be p rod u ced  by m any d ifferen t tech n iq u es S o m e co m m o n  

plasm a production m ethods are now  b n efly  m entioned  [5]

a) Low-pressure cold-cathode discharge tubes can be used to initiate and maintain a 
low-pressure steady-state (or pulsed) arc discharge by application of a voltage across 
the anode-cathode The plasma produced between the electrodes has a low density
(~1010 cm 3) and low temperature (typically 500 K) Cold-cathode discharge plasmas 
found their main use at the early stages of plasma studies and in atomic spectroscopy

b) Plasma guns are capable of producing a plasma in one location ( the “gun barrel”) 
and injecting it into a region where an experiment is occumng, for example, an



experimental test chamber These sources supply 2 -  10 bursts of typically 1017 
plasma particles with an average ion energy of 1 keV They find application in 
expenments where it is desired to investigate the plasma decay following the injection 
into a region of containment There are many forms of plasma guns but the most 
popular are the “occluded gas source” [6\ and the “Marshall Gun” [7]

c) Thermionic Arc Discharge Tubes are an improvement on the cold-cathode discharge 
tubes for laboratory studies Arc discharge tubes use a thermionic oxide coated
cathode as an electron source Plasma densities of 109 -  1013 cm-3 (variable over this 
range) are typical This source finds application m the study of plasma waves and 
oscillations [8]

d) RF-producedplasmas use alternating electnc fields to induce and maintain gas 
breakdown (by accelerating electrons to energies greater than the gas ionisation 
potential) Plasma densities of approximately 1010 cm*3 are typical Substantially 
higher energies (-20 keV) are obtainable by modifying the set-up to be performed in a 
magnetic field These are called cyclotron resonance plasmas when the exciting RF- 
field has the same frequency as the cyclotron frequency of electrons

e) Laser-produced plasmas (LPP)

The study of laser-produced plasmas is one of the fastest growing fields of 
present day physics and has generated many innovative applications, e g , in 
materials science and clinical procedures but arguably the most important is the search 
for the safe production of clean nuclear fusion energy with low-cost inexhaustible 
fuel

When a high peak-power laser pulse is focused to a power density in excess 
of 108 W cm-2 onto the surface of a solid target (usually in vacuo), a short-lived (t * 
1 0 13 -  10‘6 s), high-temperature (Te = 106 -  108 K), dense (ne ~ 1019 -  1024 cnr3)
plasma is produced In one of the first expenments, W I Linlor [9] irradiated a metal 
target under vacuum and demonstrated that the irradiated region formed a small, dense 
plasma and that 1 keV metal ions were emitted from this region Since many of the 
LPP parameters (such as electron temperature and peak/dominant ion stage) are, to a 
certain degree, controllable, the study of LPP’s has greatly enhanced our 
understanding of hot, ionised matter This is directly important in many areas of 
research such as astrophysics (e g determining the relative abundance of elements m 
galaxies) and laser physics (e g using laser-produced plasmas as gain media m x- 
ray/XUV laser systems)

The LPP emits an intense burst of radiation (which exists for about the same 
duration as the dnving laser pulse) spanning a broad spectral region (x-ray to visible) 
but emitting predominantiy in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) spectral region (2 -  2000
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Â) Spectra generally exhibit line emission (due to bound-bound transitions withm the 
atoms and ions) and continuum emission due to Bremsstrahlung (free-free transitions) 
and/or recombination (free-bound transitions) processes, the relative contribution of 
which depends, to a considerable extent, on the atomic-number of the target material

1.1.3 Wavelength Regimes and Nomenclature
The various names given to the wavelength regions of the electromagnetic 

(EM) spectrum below 2000 Â are based on the nature of the optical instruments used 
there Because of the opacity of au* between 2000 and 2 Â and consequently the need 
to use evacuated spectrographs, this regime has been named the vacuum ultraviolet 
[10] The VUV can be further subdivided into the soft x-ray (SXR) and extreme 
ultraviolet (EUV) regions Since the EUV region includes the SXR region it was 
proposed by Tousey [11] that it be contracted to XUV Figure 1 1 defines these 
various somewhat-overlapping short wavelength regions

10
n = E01 l

b Hard x-rays - >

10'I n n .
10

Soft x-rays
100 300 
 ►

EUV
VUV

eV
1 I

1000 2000

Figure 1 1 Definition of wavelength regions and nomenclature used below 2000 A [12]

One can easily transform from wavelength, %, to energy, E, and vice versa 
using the simple relation

X(k) * 12,398 5/E(eV) (7)

1.2 Evolution of a Laser-Produced Plasma
The evolution of a laser-plasma can be divided into two distinct stages 

initiation and growth Each stage is briefly described in the following sections

1.2.1 Initiation
The pnmaiy stage of laser-plasma production differs depending on whether 

the target material is a metal or an insulator due to the difference in the bandgap for 
each Since only metal targets have been examined by the author, the present 
discussion will omit the case of insulators

When the electric field of a focussed laser pulse impinges on a metal surface,
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the EM radiation penetrates to a depth of a fraction of the laser wavelength (known as 
the skin depth) The skin depth, d, is related to the metal conductivity by the well- 
known equation (m m k s units)

d =  (rc/HoC)-1/2 (8 )
where |Iq is the permeability of free space, /  is the frequency of the laser radiation and
o  is  the con d u ctiv ity  in  m h os n r 1 [13] For a n on -m agn etic  m etal such as alum inium

with a  = 3 65 x 107 mhos n r1, irradiated with Nd YAG laser light of frequency 2 82 
x 1014 Hz, the depth of penetration of the laser radiation is 9 ~ 5 nm The laser 
irradiance <J> (m W cm-2) is related to the rm s electric field strength, Erms, by the 
expression [14]

Erms = 19 4([) ^  (V  cm -1) (9)
so that for § = 1012 W cm-2, Erms = 2 x 107 V cm-1, this value being 0 4% of the
Coulomb field of a hydrogen nucleus at the first Bohr radius (5 x 109 V cm-1) As a 
result of this strong interaction with electrons in the conduction band, heating, 
evapouration and ionisation occur extremely rapidly The net effect of this strong 
coupling is to generate a thin plasma layer close to the metal surface This pnming 
plasma is generated in the first few cycles of the driving laser pulse

1.2.2 Growth of Plasma
In co m in g  radiation  is  ab sorbed  in the p n m in g  p la sm a  m ain ly  by in v erse  

B rem sstrah lu n g  (IB ) T h e  J o h n sto n -D a w so n  [15] absorption  c o e ff ic ie n t  for this
process is given by

K(co) = 5 64X10-11 Zn^lnA co2^ 3/2 x 1/[1 -  (co^/co2)]1/2 (10 )
where the familiar symbols have their usual meaning, Z is the atomic number of the 
target matenal and G) is the frequency of the laser radiation The quantity A =
'UT/w perm, w here u T is  the therm al v e lo c ity  o f  the e lectron s and rm is  the m inim um  
im p act param eter, a n se s  from  the fact that IB is  e ssen tia lly  a p rocess  w h ich  takes  
p la ce  d u n n g  e lectron -io n  c o llis io n s  L nA  is u su a lly  b etw een  5 and 10 for laser-  
produced plasm as [16] A t the early stages o f  absorption w e  find  that

C0 »  (0p ( 11)
and so the rate of absorption is mainly dependent on ne2 (and co2 and Z) As the 
energy absorbed increases, so too does the the temperature of the electrons Te (and 
ions TJ This, m turn, produces further ionisation which consequently increases the 
electron density ne Hence, the absorption rate and, along with it, the ionisation rate 
escalate so that ne increases still further until it eventually reaches a cnncal density n^
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at some distance away from the surface of the metal The critical density of a laser- 
plasma may be determined using the equation

nec = rne8oC0 2/e2 = 1021A,(|im)2 (cnr3) (12)
where co =  2n f  is the angular frequency of the laser light For a plasma created by an
Nd YAG laser (k = 1 064 |im), the EM radiation will propagate into the plasma until a
critical density of ~9 4 x 1020 cm-3 is reached Across this critical density surface 
(where ne = nec) one finds

co = (Op and K(co) ->  oo (13)
and the layer becomes opaque to incident EM radiation which is therefore reflected 
outwards again For plasma layers immediately in front of the critical density layer

(0 < (Op (14)
and, according to equation (10), these layers become highly absorbing Therefore, 
most of the incoming radiation will now be deposited in the region in front of the 
critical density surface

Figure 1 2 Representation of laser-plasma generauon showing the solid target 
irradiated with high power laser light to produce a high density hot core and an 

expanding lower density plasma plume [17]

Although laser radiation no longer reaches the metal surface, plasma growth 
still continues due to heating of the ‘coronal’ region (ne < n j  via IB Conduction of 
some of this heat to the metal is achieved through collisions of particles in the hot core 
(ne > n^) with particles in the corona [18], thus producing yet further ionisation The 
plasma is driven mostly outwards from the solid target causing the electron density to 
decrease and laser radiation can again penetrate through the plasma to the metal
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surface This ‘self-regulating’ process continues smoothly throughout the duration of 
the laser pulse

1.3 Plasma Models
The simplest model for a plasma is that of a classical blackbody radiator, a 

material that absorbs radiation perfectly at all wavelengths This will be the first 
plasma model discussed in this section

For an ideal plasma m complete thermodynamic equilibrium, particle velocities 
and populations obey Maxwell’s and Boltzmann’s distribution laws respectively The 
Saha distribution equation allows a quantitive description of relative abundances of 
ionic species while Planck’s radiation law describes the intensity distribution of 
radiation from a plasma as a function of frequency However, many plasmas (such as 
laser-produced plasmas) are non-ideal and therefore require approximate equilibrium 
models to be developed in order to obtain a knowledge of the rates of all the atomic 
processes (e g collisional and radiative excitation, deexcitation, ionisation and 
recombination) Three non-ideal plasma models shall be considered briefly

1.3.1 Blackbody Radiator
O ne m ay com pare the spectral em iss io n  from  an op tica lly  thick p lasm a u sin g  

an id ea lised  heated  so lid  ca lled  a b lack b od y  radiator T h e fun d am en tal e m iss io n  
spectrum  is  a continous on e In the con text o f  a plasm a, line em issio n s are reabsorbed  
by the d en se  io n ised  m atter A n exp ressio n  for the total X U V  p ow er d en sity  from  a 
blackbody radiator can be obtained [19]

I = oT4 = 1 03x105 Te(eV)4 (W cnr2) (15)
where a  is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (= 5 67 x 10'8 W nr2 K~4)

The equation which descnbes a blackbody’s spectrum was denved by Planck,
that is

l ( X )  =  (27ihc2A 5) X [exp(hc/XkBT)] (16)
where l(X ) is called the spectral radiance at wavelength X and h is Planck’s constant, 
such that I(^)dX is defined as the rate at which energy is radiated per unit area of
surface for wavelengths lying in the interval X to X + dX Integrating this quantity
over all wavelengths gives the spectral intensity of the blackbody emission at a 
particular temperature This is plotted in figure 1 3 as a function of temperature of the
blackbody Using Wien’s law, it is possible to assess the position, A,p, of the peak of 
the spectral intensity by

y A ) =  2500 T(eV)4 (17)
This is also plotted in figure 1 3 as a function of temperature of the the blackbody

7



Temperature (eV)

Figure 1 3 Dependence of XUV spectral intensity and average wavelength, Xp, of the maximum 
intensity on the temperature of a blackbody radiator

The peak positions predicted by the blackbody model provides an estimate of the 
expected peak position for Bremsstrahlung and recombination emission from a 
plasma

Therefore, the blackbody radiator serves as a useful model for characterising 
the emission from an optically thick plasma In practice, of course, the emission from 
laser-plasmas will differ from blackbody spectra because plasmas are not completely 
optically thick, and they do show line radiation

1.3.2 Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE)
At high plasma densities (ne > 1022 cm'3), collisional processes dominate over 

radiative processes in determining excited state populations The LTE model assumes 
that collisional events (in particular, those involving electrons) determine the 
behaviour of the system Electron-atom and electron-ion collision processes are 
extremely rapid and dominate (vis-à-vis radiative processes) the plasma rate 
equations In such circumstances each process is accompanied by its inverse and 
these pairs of processes occur at equal rates by the principle of detailed balance The 
laws which hold for thermodynamic equilibrium are assumed to be valid for LTE 
except, however, the radiation law which is not obeyed since radiative effects play an 
insignificant part in determining the equilibrium For the LTE model to hold, a 
necessary criterion [19] is (in c g s units)

8



ne > 1 4 x 1014Te(eV)1/2x(p, q)3 (cm*3) (18)
where %(p, q) is the excitation potential (in eV) of the atomic transition from level p to 
level q The LTE model can be applied to Nd YAG-produced plasmas at very low 
degrees of ionisation (z < 9) [20]

1.3.3 Coronal Equilibrium (CE)
In low density plasmas (ne < 1019 cm*3), as found m the solar corona, a 

second limiting type of equilibrium may be attained where a balance exists between 
excitation and ionisation by electron collisions and de-excitation and recombination by 
radiative processes In such plasmas, an excited atom will generally have time to 
radiate a photon before it undergoes a collisional transition Assuming the plasma is 
optically thin (that is, radiation escapes without interacting with the plasma), the 
inverse process of excitation by absorption of a photon is unlikely to occur Almost all 
atoms and ions are in their ground states, therefore it is assumed that collisional 
excitation from the ground state balances radiative decay A sufficient criterion [19] for 
applicability of the coronal model is

ne < 5.6xl08(z+l)6Te1/2 exp(l 162xl03(z+l)2/Te) (car3) (19) 
where z is the ionic charge (the number of electrons removed from the atom) The 
coronal model can be applied to Nd YAG-produced plasmas for ions with charge 
states above z = 29 [20]

1.3.4 Collisional-Radiative (C-R) Equilibrium
In the intermediate density range neither the LTE or coronal model is valid To 

this end, the collisional-radiative model of Bates et al [21] was developed by 
modification of the coronal model to account for collisional de-excitation and three- 
body recombination According to the theory of the C-R model, excitation is 
considered to be dominated by collisional processes while de-excitation occurs 
primarily through radiative processes

An extension of this model applied to laser-produced plasmas was developed 
by Colombant and Tonon [20] who denve useful formulae to calculate (i) the relative 
ion population densities, (11) the electron temperature as a function of laser flux and, 
(m) the dominant ionisation stage as a function of electron temperature*

The steady state relative ion population density, nz, may be calculated from
nz+i/nz = S(z, Tg) / [ar(z+l, + nea 3b(z+ l, T^] (20)

where S(z, Te) is the collisional ionisation coefficient, a r(z, T^ is the radiative-
recombination coefficient, and a 3b(z, Te) the three-body recombination coefficient 
From this expression, the ratio

9



z
V X n kk=l

may be computed and its evolution as a function of Te determined
The electron temperature may also be estimated as a function of incident laser 

energy density and the atomic-number of the target element using
Te(eV) -  5 2x10“̂ 1/5[A,2<|) (W cm-2)]3/5 (21)

where X is the wavelength of the laser radiation in microns
For LPP’s with Te > 30 eV, the dominant charge state may be calculated as a 

function of the electron temperature by the following relation
z * 2/3 [ZTe(eV)]1/3 (22)

It should be noted that this expression is better verified for heavy elements than lighter 
ones for which the formula is only approximate [20] This model is particularly
appropriate in the power density range of 1011 -  1013 W cm-2 and for medium to high 
atomic-number elements

1.4 Applications of LPP Light Sources
In recent years, laser-produced plasmas have enjoyed an increased level of 

research activity in the arena of applications These applications take advantage of the 
LPP’s unique emission characteristics in the XUV such as the pulse-duration 
(typically comparable to that of the laser pulse width), the well-defined small physical 
dimensions, the choice of discrete or continuous nature of emission, the single-shot 
bnghtness and the shot-to-shot reproducibility A selection of important applications 
will now be discussed

1.4.1 High-Resolution Lithography
Minimum dimensions for standard UV-photolithography (typically microns) 

are diffraction limited and therefore, to obtain even higher densities of electronic 
components on a single chip requires the use of shorter wavelength sources (x-rays to 
XUV) for the mask exposure X-ray lithography offers the possibility of replication 
of submicron-scale features without the diffraction and multiple reflection effects 
associated with UV radiation or the scattering effects associated with electron beam 
exposures Electron-impact and synchrotron sources were once the only senous 
contenders for x-ray lithography, but feasibility studies (e g Nagel e t a l  [22] and 
Gohil et a l  [23]) have demonstrated that LPP light sources can produce lithographs 
with superior uniformity over the entire chip area with no obvious quality differences 
(e g wall and surface uniformity) compared to those obtained with synchrotron 
sources Gohil e ta l  [23] proposed that the soft x-ray output from a laser-plasma light- 
source (LPLS) may be increased by (i) increasing the laser repetition rate, (11) using
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fo c u ss in g  w ith  so ft x -ray r e flec tiv e  o p tic s  (e  g  m u ltila yers in  the S ch w a rzch ild  
con figuration  [24]), (111) in crea sin g  the en ergy  per p u lse  and/or ( i v )  red u cin g  the  
quantity o f  “b lo w - o f f ’ products from  the target w hich  m ay  travel to the exp en m en t  
G oh il argues that i f  these features are im proved, the L PP lithographic light source w ill 
be at least as in tense and o f  significantly  better in tensity uniform ity per steradian than 
that obtainable usin g synchrotron radiation

Recently, features as small as 0 1 Jim have been recorded with high contrast 
using a Mo/Si multilayer-coated Schwarzchild objective and 14 nm radiation from a 
LPP source [25] Also, at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, a 100 Hz KrF laser- 
plasma x-ray source was developed and tested in replication of sub-0 5 |im 
structures Using proximity x-ray lithography images in 1 2 mm thick photoresist 
they have accurately reproduced features as small as 0 3 |im [26] It should be noted 
that a laser-plasma x-ray lithography system based on an Nd glass laser system is 
nowadays commercially available [27]

1.4.2 High-Resolution Microscopy
A pulsed soft x-ray source (in the 10 -  100 A region) for use in contact 

microscopy would provide high resolution, high contrast images with minimal 
radiation damage to the biological specimen involved compared to conventional 
microscopes The presence of numerous absorption edges in the constituent N, C and 
O atoms at soft x-ray wavelengths provide high contrast imaging of edges and an 
opportunity to highlight some features while suppressing others [28]

Work on soft x-ray contact microscopy with a laser-generated carbon plasma 
source has been reported as early as 1985 by Rosser et a l  [29] In this process, a 
sample in contact with an XUV-sensitive resist is exposed to 40 A radiation from an 
LPP source The sample, when removed, is developed and a relief pattern 
(corresponding to the sample x-ray opacity) is formed in which features as small as 
20 nm are clearly discernible To date, the highest resolution obtained m contact x-ray 
microscopy is 10 nm achieved by Feder e ta l  [30]

Much of current effort is directed at developing scanning soft x-ray 
microscopes which expose the specimen to the minimum dose of damaging radiation 
and the information is immediately available on a computer At present, there exists 
three scanning soft x-ray microscopes operating m the so called “water-window” (23 
-  44 A), all of which use synchrotron radiation and high-resolution Fresnel zone- 
plates as focussing optics [31] Recently, Trail and Byer [32] have constructed a table- 
top soft x-ray microscope, with 0 5 jum resolution, that utilises a LPP source and 
normal-mcidence multilayer-coated mirrors in the Schwarzchild configuration as 
focussing optics Most recently, Daido e t a l  [33] demonstrated a coherent 
monochromatic laser-plasma point x-ray source in the water-window operating at a 
repetition rate of up to 100 Hz for use in transmission scanning soft x-ray 
microscopy
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1.4.3 EXAFS Spectroscopy
Extended-x-ray-absorption-fine-structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy is a 

powerful analytical tool, providing information on identities and spatial arrangements 
of atoms m any solid, liquid or gas In this technique, the x-ray absorption coefficient 
of a material is measured as a function of energy from the K-edge or the L-edge of a 
specified element in the material to as far as 1 keV above the particular edge 
Absorption by an atom results in photoelectrons bemg ejected which may then scatter 
from nearby atoms Photoelectrons which have been backscattered from atoms in the 
immediate vicinity of the absorbing atom give rise to a periodic “wiggle” structure in 
the x-ray absorption spectrum Analysis of the wiggle structure above the absorption 
edge of the element in question can provide information relating to the spatial 
arrangement of atoms in the space surrounding the absorbing atom

In the past, chemical research with the EXAFS technique was limited due to 
lack of availability of intense x-ray sources Synchrotron radiation sources remedied 
this to some extent, but certain types of EXAFS experiments such as those designed 
to analyse highly transient structures (e g excited electronic states within molecules) 
require a complete EXAFS spectrum in a single, intense burst of x-rays synchronised 
with excitation of the sample Feasibility studies by Mallozzi e td  [34] and Eason etal 
[35] have shown that laser-plasmas are almost ideal sources for fast kinetic studies of 
this type

1.4.4 XUV/VUV Spectroscopic Light Source
To be useful as a laboratory spectroscopic light source, it is desirable that the 

LPP source have a high intensity, good shot-to-shot reproducibility and emit a line- 
free continuum over a broad spectral range High atomic-number rare-earth elements, 
which radiate from ionised systems with partially-filled shells (Carroll, Kennedy and 
O’Sullivan [36,37]) are excellent candidates because any line emission from these 
matenals is quite likely to be extremely dense and easily confused with continuum 
radiation Work by these authors has shown that with appropriate target selection, the 
LPP can provide clean, essentially line-free continua suitable for absorption 
spectroscopy from 40 -  2000 A

Much work has been conducted on LPPs as backlighting sources, particularly 
in time-resolved or time-synchronised photoabsorption spectroscopy (this initially
being exploited by Carroll and Kennedy [38] in their study of Li+ in the XUV) The 
experimental arrangement of such studies generally consists of two laser-plasmas 
generated independently by separate lasers which have been time-delayed with respect 
to each other (ps ->  ms) Continuum radiation from the backlighting plasma passes 
through the absorbing plasma column, thereby giving valuable information on the 
atomic structure of constituents within the absorbing plasma The technique, often 
referred to as the dual-laser plasma (DLP) method, is ideally suited to the study of
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ionic and refractory atom absorption (for which vapours cannot readily be formed 
[39]) A review of XUV absorption spectroscopy with laser-produced plasmas is 
given by Costello etal [40]

L in e em iss io n s from  laser-p lasm as are a lso  e ffe c t iv e ly  u tilised  for stu d yin g  
a to m ic  and  io n ic  structure and fo r  d ia g n o s t ic s  o f  L P P s Id e n tif ica tio n  and  
c la ss if ic a t io n  o f  sp ectra l lin e s  em itted  from  h ig h ly  io n ise d  atom s d e v e lo p s  an 
u n d erstan d in g  o f  the en erg y  le v e l  structure o f  su ch  sp e c ie s  w h ich  e x is t  in  
astrop h ysica l p lasm as In on e o f  the first ex p en m en ts , F a w cett etal [41] classified  
sp ectra l lin e s  in  F e  XV, F e  XVI, N i x v n , N i x v m  (w h ere the R om an num eral
represents the spectrum  num ber or io n isa tio n  stage, e  g  C 3+ = C IV) S in ce  then , 
m any thousands o f  reports on  laser-plasm a em issio n  spectra h ave been p u blished  and  
the area continues to  be an active on e (see  rev iew s by F aw cett [42], M artinson [43] and  
O ’Sullivan [44])

Numerous methods exist for diagnosing electron densities and temperatures in 
LPPs One possible method of determining the electron density is to measure the 
Stark broadening of spectral lines (due to perturbations of the radiating particles 
arising from the microscopic electric fields of surrounding ions and electrons) The 
electron temperature may be determined spectroscopically from the ratio of the line 
intensities to the underlying Bremsstrahlung continuum [45] or by determining the 
intensity ratio of two spectral lines which have the same lower transition level [46] A 
review of laser plasma diagnostic techniques is treated by DeMichelis and Mattioli 
[47]

1.4.5 XUV/X-ray Lasers
T he d evelop m en t o f  sophisticated  m od ellin g  and m ulti-teraw att laser system sihas allowed the theoretical and practical problems of demonstrating XUV/X-ray laser 

action m laser-plasmas to be overcome, generating a sudden upsurge of progress m 
this exciting new field Many physical processes within the LPP medium have been 
considered which can preferentially pump the population of an upper-bound energy 
level within an ion and give nse to a population inversion [48] These include (i) 
recombination of free electrons through three-body, radiative and dielectronic 
recombination, (n) collisional excitation of both valence and inner-shell electrons 
through collisions with electrons and (111) photoexcitation of bound electrons through 
resonant photoabsorption

Expenments involve the use of line foci to create elongated cyhndncal plasmas 
of small diameters from fibres, exploding thin foils and solid single or double slab 
targets XUV multilayer mirrors are often employed to provide a double pass (half 
cavity operation) of the lasing radiation through the gam medium for enhanced gam 
efficiency [49]

R ecom b in ation  lasers use free e lectron s, generated in the laser-heating phase, 
w h ich  com b in e  w ith  c lo sed -sh e ll ion s to reestab lish  eq u ilib n u m  R ecom b in ation  is
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preferentially into bound levels close to the continuum limit and subsequent colhsional 
and radiative cascading populates the lower-bound levels and ground state 
Population inversion due to non-thermal distributions of population densities among 
excited states can thus be achieved if the plasma cooling rate is fast enough 
Hydrogen- and lithium-hke recombination lasers are based on this scheme One of the 
first observations of population inversion in an expanding plasma was due to Irons 
and Peacock [50] with the hydrogen-like C5+ 182 A line Subsequent studies of this 
recombination line were reported by many authors including Suckewer e td  [51] who 
successfully attained XUV laser action in a recombining magnetically-confined 
plasma column with an enhancement of -100  o f stimulated emission over 
spontaneous emission Recombination into lithium-like ions has been studied for over 
a decade by groups such as Jaegle e td  [52] with emphasis on the Al10+ ion lasmg at 
105 7 A

Collisional-excitation lasers are generally based on electron impact collisions 
between free electrons and ground state bound electrons m a suitable plasma ion As a 
result, excitation to a higher bound level will create a population inversion with 
respect to a lower bound level Neon- and mckel-like colhsional lasers are based on 
this scheme Zherkm et d  [53] first descnbed a scheme for obtaining a population 
inversion in neon-like ions Subsequently, Matthews et d  [54] conducted the first 
successful experiment on a neon-like Se24+ ion laser at 206 3 and 209 6 A High gain 
at short wavelengths has been produced in neon-like ions ranging from TiI2+ to 
Ag37+ at wavelengths from 326 to 80 A, and in mckel-like ions from Sm24+ to Au51+ 
at wavelengths from 73 to 35 6 A [55] For example, recent work at the Central Laser 
Facility (CLF) of the SERC Rutherford-Appleton Laboratory has focussed on the 
neon-like Ge xxm laser line at 236 A where amplification saturation and near- 
diffraction limit operation has been reported by Carillon et d  [56] using a double 
plasma configuration with an XUV multilayer mirror to double-pass the double 
plasma

Resonantly photopumped laser schemes [57] are analogous to optical flash- 
pumped visible and IR-lasers except pumping is by soft x-rays, i e , radiation from 
one LPP is used to resonantly pump another Besides the overlap of transmission and 
absorption transition energies, strong transitions must be chosen for both the pump 
and the lasant ions As of yet, direct evidence of gain using this method has not been 
verified m the XUV Most of the work has concentrated on accurate measurements of 
population inversions [58], amplification of spontaneous emission (ASE) gains and 
potential lines for pump-matching [57]
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1.4.6 XUV/X-ray Radiography
A s laser fu sion  target perform ance ch an ges tow ards a b la tiv e ly -d n v en , lo w -  

tem perature and h igh  d ensity  fuel con d ition s, so ft x-ray back ligh tin g  from  L P P s has 
b eco m e an im portant m ethod  to determ ine the d yn am ics o f  a laser-driven  im p lo sio n  
[59] T he bright em iss io n  lines from  laser-p lasm as m ap h istorica lly  the im p lo sio n  in  
on e or m ore region s o f  the m icrob alloon  target In these experim ents, m ultip le lasers  
d n v e  the im p losion  and a separate tim e-synchronised  beam  generates the backlighting  
radiation from  a d ifferent target T he so ft x-ray burst can  be d e la y ed  from  typ ica lly  
200  - 6 0 0  ps m order to capture different m om ents in the im plosion  [60]

B enattar and G odart [61] su cc e ss fu lly  u sed  the so ft x -ray em iss io n  from  a 
tim e-sy n ch ro n ised  laser-gen erated  cop p er  p lasm a to probe the d en sity  p ro file  o f  
another laser-p lasm a in its over-d en se  reg ion  (n e >  nec) u sin g  an x-ray refraction  
m ethod

1.4.7 Reflectometry
M u ltila y e r  o p tic s  are n o w  a c ce p ted  as e s s e n t ia l  c o m p o n e n ts  in  the  

d evelop m en t o f  n o v e l soft x-ray instrum entation E valuation  o f  m ultilayer properties 
such as spectral reflectance is  crucial i f  reliable im plem entation o f  these d evelopm ents  
is  to be a ch iev ed  To th is end , Trail et a l [62] earn ed  ou t in itia l tests to  eva lu ate  
m ultilayer reflectances usin g a grazing in ciden ce m onochrom ator N akayam a e ta l  [63] 
d esig n ed  and con stru cted  a so ft x-ray reflectom eter w h ich  u tilises an N d  Y A G - or  
X e C l-d n v e n  sa m a n u m  p la sm a , a co n sta n t d e v ia t io n  m o n o ch ro m a to r  and a 
reflectom eter C o m p a riso n  o f  its  p er fo rm a n ce  w ith  re su lts  o b ta in e d  from  a 
synchrotron source v e n f ie d  its u sefu ln ess for reflectan ce  m easurem ents R ecen tly , 
A zu m a e t a l  [64] p rop o sed  a n ew  e x p en m en ta l arrangem ent that is cap a b le  o f  
m easu n n g the spectral reflectance o f  m ultilayer coatings m the soft x-ray region  using  
a sin gle  laser-plasm a pu lse

1.5 Comparison with other XUV Light Sources
V U V  and S X R  radiation is  availab le from  laboratory sources such as laser- 

produced  p lasm as and B -R -V 2 vacuum  sparks as w e ll as large fac ility -b a sed  sources  
such as synchrotrons In ch oo sin g  the best light source for a particular application, an 
exp en m en ter is  confronted w ith a m yn ad  o f  advantages and d isadvantages associated  
w ith  each  sou rce T he rela tive m en ts  o f  each  o f  the ab ove  m en tion ed  sou rces are 
in tercom pared  in table 1 1 A lthough  the sin g le  p u lse  p ow er o f  the L PP ex ce ed s  that 
o f  the synchrotron by at least 4  orders o f  m agnitude, the average p ow er is  lo w er  by  
typ ica lly  3 orders o f  m agnitude H ow ever , as ex c im er  and so lid  state lasers m o v e  
tow ards the 1 0 3 p u lses s _1 regim e at >  100 mJ p u l s e 1, the average p ow er gap w ill be  
narrow ed

z Ballofet-Romand-Vodar [65]
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Table 1 1 Comparison of XUV light sources [40]

Source Property LPP Synchrotron B-R-V
Peak Spectral Irradiance/Pulse 

(photons cm 2 mr 2 À 1 ) -1 0 10 105 - 107 ~ io 7

Average Spectral Irradiance 
(photons cm 2 mr 2 À4 s 1 ) ~10l2@ 100 Hz -1 0 14 ~ i o 8 @ i o h z

Polarisauon none linear in 
orbit plane none

Repetition Rate (Hz) 1 - 102 107 - 109 10
Directionality emits in 2k  sr emits in narrow cone 

tangential to 
electron orbit

emits in 2 n  sr

Reproducibility <5% < \% 20-40%
Pulse Duration (ns) <20 -01 40-90

A radiometnc comparison of a LPP and B-R-V source is dealt with by Kuhne 
[66], while Kuhne and Wende [67] review radiometnc source and detector standards in 
the VUV and soft x-ray region Spectral irradiance power measurements of soft x-ray 
sources, including LPPs, using the electron storage nng  BESSY as a standard 
radiometnc source is detailed by Fisher etal [68]

1.6 Motivation for Present Work
High power and compact lasers have stimulated the growth of laboratory 

plasma light sources over the past decade Much work has been done [22,69] to 
successfully develop table-top (repetitively-) pulsed sources for operation in the XUV 
spectral region In discussing the charactensation of laser-plasmas for use as light 
sources, many fundamental questions anse that demand detailed consideration, e g ,

(1) How does the XUV flux emitted from a laser-plasma depend on the atomic- 
number of the target matenal9
(u) How does the energy, wavelength, pulse duration and focussing conditions of
the laser radiation affect the XUV flux output9
(m) What is the SXR/XUV pulse duration (in emission) from an LPP9
(iv)How does the ambient environment conditions (l e vacuum, gas, and so on) 
influence the plasma XUV flux emission9
(v) What is the effect of different target geometnes on the generation of XUV 
radiation9
(vi)How may the XUV flux output from an LPLS be enhanced9

Many of these key questions have been considered in detail by vanous
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authors For instance, the target atomic-number, laser irradiation and pulse duration 
dependence of laser-plasma emissions in the x-ray spectral region have been 
investigated by McMordie and Simmons [70] for 26 elements (6 < A  < 92) in the 
spectral region above 800 eV using a 50 ns C 0 2 laser system, by Bleach and Nagel 
[71] on 17 elements (6 < A < 68) between 0 8 - 5  keV using a 20 ns Ruby laser, by 
Gilbert etal [72] on 36 elements (4 < A < 92) between 0 7 -  20 keV using an 8 ns 
Nd glass laser and by Gupta et al [73] on 7 elements (6 < A < 73) above 0 9 keV 
using a 5 ns Nd glass laser However, relatively little work has been reported on the 
atomic-number dependence in the important XUV region [74,75] The work of this 
author focusses on the LPP atomic-number dependence of 27 elements (6 < A < 82) 
m the XUV energy region using a 10 ns Nd YAG laser system

The focussed power density attainable with the Nd YAG laser system in our 
laboratory is ~5 x 1011 W cm-2 (section 2 1 1) A power density of this order would 
create an average electron temperature of 9 0 -1 3 0  eV Rather than study the atomic- 
number dependence over a broad spectral range as with previous works, it was 
decided that a narrow energy region would be selected To achieve this, an XUV 
multilayer mirror [76] was employed Multilayers reflect radiation in a manner 
analogous to Bragg crystals At a fixed angle to the incoming radiation, the multilayer 
behaves as a bandpass filter, reflecting radiation in a narrow band centred on the 
angle-dependent peak wavelength given by the modified Bragg equation (AppendixiA) It is important for many applications involving laser-plasmas, such as high- 
resolution lithography and microscopy, to understand the atomic-number dependence 
of the emitted XUV flux and the characteristic nature of this radiation To this end, we 
have earned out a systematic study of this dependence m a narrow radiation band (~6 
eV full width) centred at 125 4 eV in the XUV using a NiCr/C multilayer mirror 
(section 2 1 2), corresponding to the approximate spectral peak intensity of the 
Nd YAG-generated plasmas Results are presented in chapter 4

A knowledge of the radiative nature of the XUV emission from these plasmas 
is the key to understanding their atomic-number dependence Therefore, in order to 
facilitate interpretation, emission spectra of a selected number of target metals used in 
the atomic-number dependence study were recorded in the energy region of the 
multilayer bandpass using a 2 2 m MacPherson spectrometer equipped with an EUV 
optical multichannel analyzer (OMA) [77] These high-resolution spectra allowed 
charactensation of the XUV flux emissions in terms of transition arrays between 
electron configurations of 5 -  15 times ionised species In order to simulate the 
atomic-number dependence plot generated with the multilayer system, the instrument 
bandwidth of the multilayer system was used to modify the spectra recorded with the 
OMA to produce a complementary atomic-number dependence plot Both plots are 
compared in chapter 4

Emission spectra from plasmas of cobalt through zinc were previously 
recorded by Costello and Mosmer [78] with a 2 m photographic spectrometer These
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spectra have since been analysed by the author, as an introduction to this work, to 
gain an understanding of the typical dominant ion stages and electron temperatures of 
plasmas generated by the Nd YAG laser system in our laboratory In the process, 
previously unobserved lines have been recorded and measured for the 3pn ->3p(n_1Ms 
(n = 1, 3, 4) transition arrays, and subsequently classified using ab initio Hartree- 
Fock calculations Results are presented in chapter 3

A most important factor for use of LPPs as efficient light sources is the soft x- 
ray conversion efficiency (defined as the ratio of the measured XUV fluence to the
main laser energy per unit solid angle, expressed in % s r 1) Studies have been 
undertaken to examine the effect of introducing a weak prepulse beam before the main 
pulse to create a pre-plasma which is subsequently heated after some time interval by 
the mam laser pulse Kodama etal [79], using this technique, observed a factor of 2 -  
3 times enhancement in the conversion efficiency using a 0 53 |im picosecond laser 
Tom etal [80] used an ultrashort (femtosecond) prepulse to create a pre-plasma which 
was subsequently irradiated by a time-delayed second pulse and noticed that a higher 
conversion efficiency was recorded compared to that achieved with a smgle pulse

A corresponding study has been undertaken m this work using a conventional 
nanosecond table-top laser source, the impetus being to generate more XUV photons 
from an LPP by using a prepulse and time-delayed mam pulse than could be obtained 
using a single laser beam of the same total energy In chapter 5, measurements of the 
XUV flux dependence on time, space and the prepulse to main pulse energy ratio are 
presented

Concluding Remarks
This chapter has served to introduce the field of laser-plasma physics in a 

broad and general manner The basic physics of plasmas was introduced and a 
qualitative descnption of the formation and growth of a laser-plasma briefly outlined 
As in most fields of physics, technological applications stand as testimony to the 
degree of development and usefulness of research The range of applications which 
employ LPPs is far from fully exploited, as this area is still a relatively young one 
However, some of the important uses of the present for LPPs were outlined A 
discussion of the motivation and philosophy behind this research program brought the 
chapter to a conclusion
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Chapter 2
Experimental Systems

This chapter describes the experimental arrangements used m the course of the work 
described in this thesis Particular detail is given to the important components of the 
system used to investigate the atomic-number and double-pulse pumping dependence on 
the EUV flux emitted from laser-produced plasmas This is followed by a calculation of  
the energy bandpass of the LSM system The software developed to control system 
hardware and handle data acquisition is discussed The salient features of the 2 m 
photographic and 2 2 m  MacPherson spectrometers are outlined A comparison of the 
multilayer and 2 2 m systems draws the chapter to a conclusion

2.1 The Extreme UV Flux Measurement System
The generation and observation of XUV radiation from laser-produced 

plasmas requires (i) the use of a high power laser focussed onto a suitable target 
surface to create a hot plasma, (n) a controllable environment, and (111) appropnate 
detection The system shown in figure 2 1 was designed and assembled by the author 
to carry out a systematic study of the atomic-number dependence of laser-plasma 
XUV flux emission and also to investigate the effects of double laser pulse plasma 
generation on the XUV flux emission

In order to capture an XUV waveform on the oscilloscope, the sequence of 
events which took place are diagramaticlly illustrated in figure 2 2 A nsing edge 
trigger pulse with a < 1 ns rise time and duration of 100 |is was sent from the PC/AT 
to the external flashlamp tngger circuit in the Nd YAG control console After 1 92 jis, 
the flashlamp synchronisation (sync) output circuit sent a rising edge tngger pulse of 
120 \xs duration to the Pockels cell tngger circuit Subsequently, after a 172 |xs delay , 
a sync pulse is sent from the Pockels cell Q-switch sync circuit to the Pockels cell and 
the oscilloscope (to ensure that the device is in sampling mode when the XUV 
emission occurs), and 380 ns later the optical pulse is emitted from the laser Plasmas 
generated by the Nd YAG laser (in vacuo) emitted over a broad spectral range A 
narrow band of this radiation was selected by the collimating apertures and a 
multilayer mirror which operated at an angle of incidence of 45°, and reflected 
towards the detector unit which compnsed a composite thin-film filter, a scintillator, 
an interference filter and a photosensitive gam device

Alignment of the laser-produced plasmas along the optical axis of the system 
was accomplished using two HeNe laser beams A HeNe laser beam was propagated 
through a senes of collimating apertures to the multilayer mirror The position of the 
multilayer mirror was adjusted to an angle of incidence of 45° which redirected the
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beam through another series of apertures to fall centrally on the detector face This 
HeNe laser beam formed the optical axis of the system The HeNe alignment beam of 
the Nd YAG laser was then adjusted vertically to intersect the optical axis The 
intended target surface is then located at this point of intersection using an X-Y 
micrometer stage The target was scanned across the axis to ascertain the optimum 
position for the generation and detection of the XUV radiation

Appendix B contains photographs of the individual components of the system 
shown m figure 2 1, that is, the target mount, the multilayer mount, and the 
assembled XUV detector and its carnage A photograph of the completely assembled 
system is also included
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Tngger from PC

Figure 2 2 Timing diagram for sequence of events in firing the Nd YAG laser

2.1.1 The Nd:YAG Laser
The laser used throughout this work was a Spectron Laser Systems Q- 

switched Nd YAG SL800 laser featuring a two stage oscillator/amplifier system, as 
shown in figure 2 3 The basic principles of an Nd YAG laser are briefly discussed in 
Appendix C This laser delivered a single optical pulse at 1064 nm (the fundamental 
frequency), with a FWHM of 10 ns and carrying around 500 mJ of energy The

Figure 2 3 Schematic diagram of the Nd YAG laser head

energy in the laser pulse was measured using a calibrated Radiant Dyes Chemie 
energy monitor with a sensitivity of 160 mV per Joule of laser energy

The laser beam was focussed through a glass window onto the target surface 
via an f /5 ,100 mm focal length plano-convex lens mounted on an X-Y stage outside 
the vacuum chamber Focussing was checked by viewing the target surface through a 
telescope (focussed at infinity) and the lens The position of the lens was then
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adjusted until the image of the target was clearly discemable The focussed area size
of the beam is ultimately diffraction limited (1 e , linear dimensions of the image are of
the same order as the laser wavelength) but lens aberrations and the mode structure of 
the beam increase the spot size to 5 -  100 times the diffraction limit Assuming the 
laser beam to be a TEM00 mode and Gaussian in profile, the radius of the focussed 
laser spot can be estimated using the following approximate relation

co ~ Xf/nG)L (23)
where co is the focussed spot radius (1/e of peak axial value), f  is the focal length of
the lens and C0l is radius of the laser beam at the input to the lens 0^ may be 
calculated using

C0(x) ~ xVtccOq (24)
where co(x) is the beam radius after propagating some distance x and cty is the 
mtracavity beam radius Also, co0 may also be approximated by

CD0 ~ UkQ (25)
where 0 is the divergence of the Gaussian laser beam For the Nd YAG laser beam 
used here, X = 1064 nm and 0 = 2  mrad so that (Oq = 0 16 mm The lens is positioned 
at a distance of x = 2 5 m from the laser aperture so that co(x = 2 5 m ) = coL= 5  mm
Expression (23) now gives the focussed spot diameter, 2co, equal to ~15 \im The
actual diameter of the hole drilled m a zirconium target by the focussed laser beam 
was measured to be approximately 100 |im in diameter, around 7 times the diffraction 
limit, which would be expected considering that the Nd YAG laser beam is multimode 
and that the lens is not aberration-free Therefore, the illuminated target surface area is
approximately 7t(5 x 10~5)2 * 10 8 m2

The energy possessed by a 1 064 |im photon is 1 87 x 10-19 J For a laser 
pulse delivering 500 mj in 10 ns, the power is 50 MW If the area of the focussed 
beam is 10-8 m2, then the corresponding laser energy density is about 5 x 1015 W nr2 
(or 5 x 1011 W cm-2) -  corresponding to -1034 photons nr2 s*1 irradiating the target

2.1.2 Layered Synthetic Microstructure (LSM)
Metallic thm-film layers m which the refractive index, n, vanes penodically 

with depth reflect EM radiation at particular wavelengths [81] Reflectivity at the 
transition between two layers is sizeable only in the case of sufficient discontinuity 
between the optical densities of the matenals At short wavelengths (< 2000 A) this 
onginates from differences m the absorption coefficient of each layer A layered 
synthetic microstructure or multilayer, in its simplest form, is made up of two 
matenals, a low atomic-number/low refractive index matenal (A) and a high atomic-
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number/high refractive index material (B), arranged alternatively m layers of thickness 
dA and dB respectively, on a smooth substrate The periodicity of this structure is d = 
dA + dB Figure 2 4 schematically illustrates the structure of an LSM The first 
attempt to produce a stack of very thin metallic layers was made by Deubner [82] 
Subsequently, Dumond and Youtz [83] successfully manufactured the first multilayer 
to reflect soft x-rays More recently, Barbee [84] succeeded in producing LSM 
dispersion elements for use m soft x-ray applications

If the structure consists of L pairs of layers bound by two semi-infinite media, 
the vacuum and substrate, then the total number of media involved is 2L + 2 As the 
number of bilayers in a multilayer is increased, the reflectivity increases up to some 
maximum value which will not increase upon addition of extra layers [85] Reflection 
from this stacked structure is analogous to Bragg reflection of radiation by
crystallographic planes, described by the Bragg equation mX = 2dsin0m, where d is
the interplanar spacing and 0m is the Bragg angle of incidence of the mth-order 
radiation The Bragg equation must be modified to correct for refraction and 
absorption effects if it is to give the correct angular position, 0mPt and value of the 
Bragg maximum of diffraction of reflected soft x-rays from multilayers In an 
absorption-free multilayer, the Bragg equation corrected for refraction [86] may be 
written as

mX = 2d sin0mP [1 + (502 - 28o)/sm20mp]1/2 (26)
where 80 is the average scattenng decrement of the multilayer

Selection of dA = dB suppresses even-order (m = 2, 4, 6, ) reflections and 
thus eliminates the need for additional filtering [85] A theoretical analysis of LSMs is 
given in Appendix A, while a comprehensive review of multilayer optics is given by 
A G Michette m his monograph entitled “Optical Systems for Soft x-rays” [85]

The multilayer used in this experimental arrangement had 25 bilayers and used 
a nickel (80%) -  chromium (20%) alloy as the high refractive index material and 
carbon as the low refractive index matenal, with dA = dB = 37 35 Â The substrate 
was a semiconductor grade, high resistivity silicon (111) wafer Figure 2 5 shows the 
theoretically predicted and measured reflectivities as a function of incident photon 
energy for such a multilayer configuration subtended at an angle of incidence of 45° to 
the incoming radiation The theoretical data was calculated using a code written by 
Cafolla [87] The actual reflectivity of the LSM was measured by S Bac and 
collaborators at the Université Pierre et Mane Cune in Pans using SuperACO 
synchrotron radiation monochromatised with a plane grating The energy position of 
the measured peak reflectivity occurs at 125 4 eV with a FWHM of 6 eV The peak 
reflectivity is 8 5%, that is, -63% of the theoretically predicted value Such 
discrepancies are commonly observed when companng theoretical and measured 
reflectivities A number of reasons can be mvoked to explain this, such as, interface
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The NiCr/C multilayer has a wavelength-dependent efficiency associated with 
it, 1 e , the multilayer does not reflect all energies with the same efficiency This 
dependence has been developed in Appendix A and the results plotted here in figure 
2 6 For unpolansed radiation incident at an angle of 45°, or Brewster’s angle, the 
electric field component of the radiation which is parallel to the multilayer interface (rc-

resulting in index gradients and so forth [85]

T3auC*io
S'»■<*£*•*oCDG
Pi

&
2W)<L>

Photon Energy (eV)

Figure 2 6 The efficiency curve of the NiCr/C multilayer as a function of energy

polarised) is absorbed, leaving only the perpendicular or o-component At angles
other than the 45° position, the contribution from tt-polansed radiation increases the 
overall integrated energy reflected

2,1.3 The XUV Detector
The detection system used to measure the XUV emission from the laser-iplasmas was based on a thin-film C/Ag composite -  interference filter for XUV 

filtering and scattered laser light rejection and a scintillator/photomultiplier as the 
detector as shown in figure 2 7 The multilayer also behaved as a narrowband filter 
The emitted radiation from the LPP was firstly attenuated by the multilayer as 
characterised in section 2 12  Subsequently, the reflected radiation was further 
filtered and attenuated by the thin-film composite filter The XUV radiation was then 
down-converted to visible light by the scintillator At this point, the fluorescence was 
further filtered by the interference filter which selected a narrow band of the 
fluorescence light to be passed onto the photomultiplier The detector was mounted on
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Figure 2 7 The XUV detector and its carnage

a three rail spnng-loaded system which was inserted into one of the arms of the 
multilayer vacuum chamber (see figure 2 1)

2 1 3.1 Composite Filter
Any radiation transmitted that is not within the bandpass of the multilayer was 

unwanted background radiation (laser and VUV to visible radiation from the plasma) 
and therefore had to be eliminated from the detected pulse To this end, optical 
filtering was achieved using a carbon/silver thin-film composite The characteristic 
transmission curve of a carbon thin-film shows a window in the XUV above 50 A,
where its absorption coefficient ranges from < 1 jinr1, up to -8  |im_1 at 150 A as 
shown by figure 2 8 From this point onwards, the coefficient increases to 190 unr1 
at 800 A but begins to transmit well again as the wavelength approaches the ultraviolet 
(figure 2 9) and visible spectral regions This clearly presents a problem with 
background radiation in the detected XUV pulse However, combining carbon with a 
filter that has a similar transmission window in the XUV and complementary 
transmission characteristics elsewhere would resolve this dilemma Silver is an 
excellent choice for this purpose as it transmits soft x-rays from 32 to 100 A where
the absorption coefficient is < 10 \im 1 (figure 2 10), blocks visible light in sub
micron thicknesses, and attenuates strongly in the 120 -  3100 A region as shown in 
figure 2 11
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A film of silver 0 1 1 0  01 \im in thickness was prepared on a plastic scintillator’s 
smooth substrate by vacuum deposition and the thickness measured using an 
ellipsometnc thickness monitor

The transmittance (T), a dimensionless ratio of transmitted power (I) to 
incident power (I0), of a filter at a particular wavelength may be predicted using the 
simple relation

T = I/I0 = exp(-|ix) (27)
where \i is the absorption coefficient of the material at the chosen wavelength and x is 
the thickness of the filter The overall transmittance of a composite filter can be 
computed as the product of the predicted transmittance of the films at each 
wavelength Using absorption coefficient data extracted from figures 2 8 and 2 10, 
the transmittance as a function of photon energy of each filter and the composite was 
calculated using expression (27) The resulting transmittance curves are shown m 
figure 2 12 The thickness of the carbon filter used in this experiment was 0 44 |im

0

S

I

80 100 120 140
energy (eV)

160 180

Figure 2 12 The transmission of carbon, silver and composite filters in the 105 - 145 eV region

2.1.3.2 Scintillator
A scintillator is a material that can convert XUV photons to visible light by 

absorption of the soft x-ray radiation and reemission through fluorescence The 
scintillating material used in these experiments was plastic NE102A (a polymensed 
form of organic-based scintillators) which has a peak fluorescence wavelength at 
4200 À (figure 2 14) and a fluorescent decay time of 2 2 ns [12] The spectral profile 
of the fluorescence output from the scintillator is independent of incident wavelength,
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so that subsequent narrowband filtering of this fluorescent emission by an 
interference filter does not affect the relative intensities of the detected XUV emissions 
(see figure 2 14)

Compared with other scintillators, NE102A has a slightly better conversion 
efficiency than the organic-based tetraphenylbutadiene (TPB) and a lower efficiency 
but faster decay time than sodium salycilate (7 -  12 ns) [12] NE102A requires no 
special preparation and is commercially available in thin sheets down to 5 Jim thick 
NE102A has an extremely smooth surface which makes it is possible to deposit thin- 
films on its substrate When metallic thin-films are evaporated onto scintillators, their 
effective transmittances are increased since they reflect the fluorescence radiation 
which would otherwise escape detection A scintillator thickness of 500 |im was used 
throughout this work, which was sufficiently thin to ignore fluorescence reabsorption 
effects yet thick enough to deposit silver upon and to handle and mount with ease

2.1.3.3 Interference Filter
The interference filter (I/F) used in this detector was a visible narrowband (or 

bandpass) Ealing Electro-Optics filter that passes radiation at a peak wavelength of 
4466 A (figure 213) and a peak transmission 62% with a FWHM of 393 A

The I/F transmitted only a narrow portion of the fluorescent emission of the 
NE102A which then propagated to the photomultiplier tube for detection

W aveleng th  (A)

Figure 213 The transmission profile of the Ealing Electro-Optics interference filter
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Figure 2 14 The fluorescent emission of NE102A plastic scintillator and the portion of this 
emission transmitted by the interference filter

2.1.3.4 Photomultiplier Tube
The photomuliplier tube (PMT) used here was a Hamamatsu R1450 head-on 

photomultiplier with a peak transmission at 4200 A and a spectral range of 3000 to 
6500 A The PMT was operated at a voltage of 1 5 kV throughout all expenments, 
unless otherwise stated, providing a current gain of about 2 x 106 The nse time of the 
device is 1 8 ns

2.1.4 Temporal Response
All XUV pulses measured on the scope were dispersed or broadened m time 

by the response time of the system components To estimate the actual pulse duration 
it was therefore necessary to calculate the overall system response time Thus, the 
mechanisms responsible for the pulse broadening must be recognised, these are the 
scintillator decay time Ts, the photomultiplier nse time T PMT, the RC time constant of 
the electncal cable connecting the detector and scope, and finally the nse time of the 
Hewlett-Packard scope t h p  The nse (or fall) time here is taken as being the 10 - 90%
(or vice versa) temporal response The system nse time T SYs t  may be calculated from 
the nse times of the individual components using the expression [91]

x s y s t  = 1 +  T p m t2 +  T 50n2 +  Tjjp2) 1/2 (28 )
where T 50ii is the nse time of the 50 Q coaxial cable The cable may be represented 
by an RC filter as shown m figure 215 The RC fall time may be calculated using
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T50q = 2 2RC (29)
where the coaxial cable resistance R = 50 £2 and C is the capacitance which was 
measured by a capacitance metre to be 150 pF for a cable length of 1 5 m Using

50 Q 
1 1

I200 pF

(a) (b)
Figure 2 15 (a) A low pass RC filter circuit equivalent to the resistance and capacitance of the 

coaxial cable and (b) the circuit discharge response as described by 
the equation VQUt = Vm  (1 - exp(-t/RC))

these values, one finds T50£2 = 16 ns From the specifications of the scope, one finds 
that Tjjp = 3 5 ns Now inputting each of the component rise and fall times into 
equation (28) gives Tsyst ~ 17 ns

It is clear that measurement of the pulse duration is bandwidth-limited, since 
the XUV pulse length is as long as the system response time The rise time of the 
pulses is relatively fast (< 8 ns) but these are RC-hmited on the fall time Thus, little 
information can be gained from measurement of the pulse duration other than to say 
that the XUV emission occurs in a FWHM time wmdow of 17 ns or less

2.1,5 Target Chambers and Vacuum System
Due to the wavelength range of the radiation being examined, it was necessary 

that all measurements be earned out under high-vacuum conditions (sub-10-4 mbar) 
to avoid absorption of the XUV radiation by air molecules The target chambers 
already existed from previous projects The multilayer chamber was designed by J 
Costello at DCU and built at the UCD engineenng workshop The sample chamber 
was designed by J P Mosnier at DCU and built at the UCC engineenng workshop

All hardware was machined of stainless steel, a metal with very low 
outgassmg properties A multilayer mount was designed by the author which allowed 
rotational and onentational adjustments to the multilayer mirror, and is shown in 
figure 216  The multilayer was fixed with a film of vacuum grease to the front block 
The dimensions of the wmdow in the front block were 1 3 x 8  mm Four M3 alien 
screws m a spnng-loaded design allowed a wide degree of movement for mirror 
alignment The cyhndncal piece at the top of the mount was locked into the receiver
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which allowed the multilayer mount to be rotated via an external, degree-calibrated 
dial The multilayer could be locked into position when the 45° incidence angle was 
located

Grub screw to hold 
multilayer mount in place

Spring

Multilayer 
window

Receiver attached 
to calibrated dial

Front
Block

M3 Allen 
Screws

Figure 2 16 The multilayer mount

Four planar targets were mounted at once using the design shown in figure 
2 17 Cylindrical targets could only be mounted one at a time which required a break 
of vacuum for each cylindrical target change

Grub screw 
to hold target' 
mount m place

O P ®  IÜF
M2 screws 

N Q)d£0

Receiver attached to 
stepper motor shaft

Threaded 
M2 holes

Planar target

Figure 2 17 The target mount
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Irradiation of targets with a focussed high-power laser beam leads to the 
formation of microcraters Therefore, it is desirable to move the target periodically 
after a number of laser shots, which will depend on the properties of the target 
element A software-controlled stepper motor was employed to rotate targets to 
refresh the surface and thus avoid bunal of the laser-plasma in the metal

Evacuation of the system required two rotary-diffusion pump ngs (the volume 
of vacuum space being too large for efficient pumping with a single ng) The
Edwards two-stage rotary pumps reduced the internal pressure to ~1(H mbar, at 
which stage the diffusion pumps could operate (figure 218) The ultimate pressure

Figure 2 18 Schematic of vacuum system1

obtainable with this system was 1 x 10'5 mbar (which took about 15 minutes 
providing the system was being regularly used) The rotary and Diffstak™ diffusion 
pump were connected to the target chamber by corrugated stainless steel pipes to 
allow flexibility and to decouple the system from added vibrations The multilayer 
chamber was evacuated by a Leybold-Heraeus diffusion pump The two chambers 
were connected by a 79 mm internal diameter pipe into which the collimating 
apertures were mounted The detector’s output signal and ground lines were taken out 
from vacuum to the scope via a Cabum-MDC electrical feedthrough and terminated 
with a 50 Q  impedence

2.1.6 Performance Tests
A typical output pulse from the XUV flux measurement system is displayed in 

figure 2 19 It was important to routinely check the filtenng performance of the 
system A simple test was employed to ensure that only the desired XUV radiation 
was being detected This involved the positioning of a glass microslide in the optical
1 ISO Standard Graphic Symbols [92] are used
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path between the plasma source and multilayer No window materials transmit 
radiation below 1024 Â [12], therefore, only lower energy radiation reaches the 
filtering system If the XUV filter is operating properly, then none of this radiation 
should appear at the input to the photomultiplier tube The results of this test offered 
information on the condition of the thm-films, e g, whether a filter had a pinhole in it 
or not, and whether scattered laser radiation was present When a pinhole was 
present, the output pulse had a strong, prompt and sharp peak corresponding to

Time (ns)

Figure 219 Typical output pulse and background signal from the XUV flux measurement system 
The measured FW H M  of the XUV pulse is around 17 ns

scattered laser radiation superimposed on the broad pulse (lasting 100’s o f  
nanoseconds) originating from XUV to visible radiation emitted from the plasma

The nanosecond time-scale on the x-axis of figure 2 19 is not an absolute 
scale, l e , the XUV pulse is not detected 10 ns after the laser pulse is emitted The 
time-scale is a result of the triggering set-up within the oscilloscope Results 
presented in chapter 4 are shown with the same time scale The only time information 
to be gleaned from these spectra is the temporal pulse width as discussed in section 
2 1 4

The target surface was refreshed after every five shots by rotating the 
cylindrical targets through -10° For planar targets the stepper motor shaft was rotated 
through 320° which returned the target face to its original direction but the surface was 
refreshed because of the screw action within the stepper motor shaft which altered the 
target position vertically with respect to the laser beam In this situation, a constant 
direction of rotation was necessary each time for the planar target to ensure the
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orientation of the target face to the optical axis remained unchanged This was 
necessary because of a small degree of “play” m the rotation of the stepper motor 
shaft

2.2 Bandpass of the XUV Flux Measurement System
Two effects are determining the energy bandpass of the LSM system These 

are (1) the resolving power of the multilayer and (11) the collimating apertures or slits
These slits have a certain width which corresponds to a wavelength spread aX This
effect would be present even if the effect (1) was not present The instrumental line
profile is therefore a convolution of these two effects, 1 e

?(ky=?l(X)®?2(k) (30)
where Pi(X) represents the influence of the slits and P2(A.) represents the influence of
the limiting resolution of the instrument The corresponding broadenmgs are dXs (slit
image width) and d?ir (instrumental width) respectively In an ordinary spectrometer
or monochromator (1 e , grating or crystal), d^r is extremely small, so that they 
operate way above their resolution limit In such instruments, the slits widths are the 
dominating factor In the present case, it is likely that both quantities will be 
comparable Assuming Gaussian profiles, the bandpass is given by the square root of 
the addition of the squares of the quantities, or

BP = [(dA,s)2 + (dA,r)2]1/2 (31)
The effects of diffraction, aberrations, and so forth, are being neglected here It is 
also being assumed that the linewidth of the grating used to measure dXT at SuperACO 
is negligible

2.2.1 Geometry of the Instrument
Figure 2 20 shows the geometry of the measurement system For a narrow 

slit at a fixed angle with respect to the multilayer, one has a situation equivalent to a 
monochromator mode However, in this case, the apertures are wide compared to the 
angular resolution of the multilayer so that the system is really a mixture of an 
imaging and a monochromator system The dimension of the plasma source is about 
100 |im This is extremely small compared with the geometrical dimensions of the 
apertures Thus one can say that pinhole effects will be negligible It is nevertheless 
important to take into account the influence of these apertures as the entrance “arm” of 
the instrument is very long This implies that the f/value at the entrance will also be 
very long, thus making the angular acceptance of the instrument very limited In the 
approximation of a point source, the energy bandpass of the instrument is limited, i e
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Figure 2 20 Geometric arrangement in LSM system Measurements are in millimetres 
Diam is the diameter of the aperture

the narrower the range of angles allowed, the narrower the spectral energy band 
reflected This stems from Bragg’s Law which dictates that for one direction (0), only
one energy (k) is reflected

One may define light gathering power of the system by its numerical aperture 
(NA) and f/value The maximum range of possible angles incident at the LSM is 
determined by Pm 2 From figure 2 20, the NA is then (since angles are small)

NA » (1/430) ~ 2 32 mrad
The F number is equal to

1/(2NA) = f/(2 x  2 32 x  10'3) = f/215 
The corresponding solid angle is given by

7i(l x 10-3)2 /  (430 x 10‘3)2 = rc/430 = 7 31 x 10~3 sr

2.2.2 Linear Dispersion
The wavelength spread at the position of the multilayer (i e 530 mm from the 

laser-plasma) about the mean ray at 45° (which corresponds to an energy of 125 4 eV) 
must be calculated In order to do this, one has to differentiate the corrected Bragg
Law to calculate dVdx Also AX/AX is  obtained from AX/Acp, where A<p = Ax/L as
shown in figure 2 21
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L

In order to simplify differentiating the corrected Bragg’s Law, one may write 
mX = 2d simp, [1 + (802 - 2S0)/sin2(p1]1/2

= 2d sincpj [ 1 + (802 - 2S0)/2sin2(pI] (32)

Upon differentiating
dX/dcp, = d/d<p,{2dsm(p1[l + (502 - 280)/2sin2<p1]}

= 2d{cos(p, [1 + (S02 -  280)/2sm2(p1]
+ [-  cos{p,(802 - 280)/sin2(p1]}d(p1

= 2d{cos(p, [1 + (802 -  280)/2sin2(pl -  (802 -  2S0)/sin2cp1]}dcp1
= 2d costp, [1 -  (802 -  280)/2sin2<p1]d(pI (32)

The linear dispersion is then
A A/ax = (2d/L) cos(pj [1 -  (802 -  280)/2sm2<p1] (33)

From Appendix A, it may be shown that the average scattering decrement, 80, for the 
NiCr/C multilayer is given by

50 = SNlCr + 8C (34)
where = 0 044 and 8C = 0 0184 Therefore, one finds that 80 = 0 0314 at an 
energy of 125 4 eV Using d = 74 7 A, the linear dispersion is

AX/Ax = 0 173 A mm'1 
In energy, this becomes 0 22 eV mm 1

2.2.3 Calculation of the Bandpass
The total energy spread at the multilayer is given by multiplying AlVAx by 2Ax 

as determined in section 2 2 1, that is, the diameter of the cone of radiation at the 
multilayer position Therefore, the bandpass due to Pin 2 is 0 54 eV which is small 
compared with the resolution of the multilayer From equation (31) the total 
bandwidth of the instrument is then

BP = [(6)2 + (0 54)2]1/2 * 6 03 eV

Figure 2 21 The half angle energy spread at the LSM
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with dkT = 6 eV taken from figure 2 5
From figure 2 20, the equivalent projected width of Pin 2 at the position of the 

detector can be calculated as 2 x (L + Lb) x 2 32 mrad « 3 4  mm The width of Pin 5 
is 3 mm which implies a loss of bandpass The two aperutres at Pm 2 and Pin 5 are 
not matched and, ultimately, this must be taken into account when calculating the final 
throughput of the instrument One has to introduce a transmission factor, F, which
takes into account this geometric loss

2.3 Software Interfacing
It was necessary to write a software package to control the firing of the 

Nd YAG laser, to rotate the stepper motor, and to retrieve and process data from the 
oscilloscope The interface used to achieve this is dealt with in two parts the IEEE- 
488 GPIB-PC interface and the applications program developed in Turbo C to control 
the system hardware and data acquisition

2.3.1 IEEE-488 Interface
A General Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB) was the link used to allow 

communication between interconnected electronic devices (computer, oscilloscope 
and plotter) GPIB implements the IEEE-488-1978 international standard for 
information transfer between computers and electronic devices The IEEE-488 
interface card used in this work was a PC-labcard PCL-848A/B This card has a dip 
switch setting that allows the card to emulate a National Instruments PCII interface 
card, thereby allowing the use of NI-488 software for instrument control

A Talker sends messages to one or more Listeners The Controller manages 
the flow of information on the GPIB by sending commands to all devices Devices 
can be talkers, listeners and/or controllers In this experimental arrangement, the 
GPIB interface and associated software acted as the Controller, handling the transfer 
of messages between the computer and the scope and plotter, which both acted as 
Talkers and/or Listeners

The GPIB-PC software package has a number of control files and utility 
programs that are necessary for successful implementation GPIB COM is a device 
file handler (loadable device dnver) for the GPIB that is loaded at system start-up by 
the DOS operating system It contains symbolic names, primary and secondary 
addresses as well as all other charactenstics of the devices and boards in the system 
IBCONFEXE is a utility configuration program that allows one to edit the software 
parameters and other data used by the file handler Whenever a change to GPIB COM 
has been made using IBCONF EXE, the computer must be rebooted in order to 
activate the change(s) Both the GPIB COM and IBCONFEXE files must be 
installed m the root directory of the boot drive

Once the card is installed in the computer, a batch file called IBSTARTEXE is
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run to test the hardware installation before the GPIB software is configured and 
installed If successful, the file creates a directory called GPIB-PC and to it copies the 
GPIB software Next, it modifies the DOS system configuration file CONFIG SYS 
to contain the line

DEVICE=GPIB COM 
Dunng boot-up, DOS reads this file and installs new device drivers and handlers

Communication, without the need for an applications program, between the 
PC and a connected device is possible using IBIC EXE, an interactive control 
program that allows execution of the handler functions from the keyboard This is an 
extremely useful tool that helps the user to test the board/instrument functions, to 
program the instrument and develop an applications program

Communication between interconnected devices is achieved by passing 
messages through the interface system The GPIB carries two types of messages 
device-dependent messages and interface messages Device-dependent messages 
contain device specific information such as programming instructions, measurement 
results, data files and machine status Interface messages manage the bus itself They 
perform such functions as initialising the bus, addressing and unaddressing devices, 
and setting device modes for remote and local programming

2.3.2 Turbo C Applications program
GPIB-PC functions are high-level and low-level functions that communicate 

with and control devices on the GPIB High level functions automatically execute 
sequences of commands that handle bus management operations such as reading from 
and writing to devices and polling them for status These functions do not require the 
user to understand the GPIB protocol and bus management details All devices are 
addressed before the message is sent and unaddressed afterwards On the other hand, 
low-level functions perform primitive operations that require the user to understand 
GPIB protocol The program written by the author uses only high-level functions 
calls

At the beginning of the Turbo C program, a declaration file DECL H must be 
included This globally defined file declares all GPIB commands and constants that 
are used throughout the applications program Upon sending a GPIB function call to 
a board or device m the appropnate language syntax, an input/output (I/O) error check 
must be done to ensure that the function call was successfully executed The GPIB 
status, error and count bytes, declared m DECL H, return information corresponding 
to the error condition, if any, that is discovered A function is included at the end of 
the program to interpret the error messages

The file TCIBS OBJ is a memory model (in this case, a small size model was 
satisfactory) which contains the C language interface to the NI-488 MS-DOS handler 
When TCIBS OBJ is link compiled with the source code MCI000 C, an executable 
file, MC1000 EXE, is produced permitting access to the handler MC1000 EXE is
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the applications program which controls the system hardware and handles data 
acquisition

The device connected to the GPIB card was a Hewlett-Packard 54502A 
400MHz programmable digitising oscilloscope (compatible with IEEE-488 Standard) 
MC1000EXE communicates with the scope by passing messages over the remote 
interface using the I/O statements embedded in the instruction set of the computers 
interface language, 1 e Turbo C The scope divides a waveform into two separate 
files a waveform data file and a preamble file The waveform file contains 2000 raw 
data values that must be converted to voltage and time values by the preamble data 
(option (g) below) Each file must be read across the GPIB individually to the PC 
Four waveform memories are available to the scope in which waveforms may be 
stored for further processing

The menu of options available m the executable program MC1000 is shown in
figure 2 22 Each option will now be briefly discussed

PmBcam Qpfrgns
(a) Set up stepper motor
(b) Set up oscilloscope
(c) Rlignment/UJaueform memory clear
(d) Run eKperiment
(e) Hardcopy to HP plotter
(f) File aueraginy
(g) File conuersion 
(q) Exit

Figure 2 22 Menu of options available with MC1000

The flow chart of figure 2 23 descnbes the format m each of the options listed in 
figure 2 22 Upon entering an option, the user is offered the choice of reading 
information relating to that option (omitted from the flow chart) Once each option has 
been executed, the user is returned to the program menu

Option (a): This option allows the user to set the stepper motor parameters to be 
used in an experiment The angular increment for the stepper motor can be from 0° to 
360° m intervals of 1 8° Rotation may be clockwise or anticlockwise The 4-phase 
unipolar stepper motor drive board (stepper motor controller) was interfaced to the 
Tandon 286 PC/AT using an add-on PCL-720 Digital I/O card which was 
programmed m this option
Option (b)* The digitising oscilloscope can be operated in local or remote mode 
This function localises the scope (which is already in remote mode), allowing the user 
to adjust the operational settings When the user is satisfied with the settings, the
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scope is returned to remote programming mode The scope settings may be stored at a 
specified file address in the PC memory

Option (c): Firstly, for ease of alignment, an optional routine was written which 
allows the user to fire the laser at will or for a specific number of shots while the 
target position is optimised On escaping this routine, the program then allows the 
user to fire the laser and store a recorded signal at an already specified waveform 
memory The built-in averaging function m the scope requires that the waveform 
memory (1, 2, 3 or 4) is cleared before the averaging routine begins This may be 
achieved by disconnecting the PMT signal line from the scope and stonng the ground 
lme signal at the intended memory (more on this in option (d))

Option (d): This is the main option from which an experiment is run The user is 
given an opportunity to set (or reset) the stepper motor parameters Next, the option is 
given to conduct a single shot routine or an averaging routine In the single shot 
option, the laser is fired and the XUV flux displayed on the scope When a desired 
waveform appears, the user may save the signal at an inputted address in the PC The 
user may exit when satisfied On choosing the averaging option, the user must input 
the number of laser shots to be fired and the number of shots between each rotation of 
the stepper motor (if selected) The program then allows the option of automatically or 
manually executing the fmng sequence The scope must be set up in a specific fashion 
(outlined in the option details) to ensure the procedure runs smoothly The previously 
cleared memory (see option (d)) must be selected and the signal appearing on the 
scope stored at that memory using the waveform addition function m the scope Each 
subsequent waveform appeanng on the scope is added to this memory This is done 
automatically by MC1000 Upon completion of the firing sequence, the accumulated 
waveform data may be read across to the PC and stored at a specified address

Option (e): Any waveform (whether stored in scope memory or on-screen) may be 
plotted on the attached Hewlett-Packard 7475A graphics plotter This may be done in 
remote or local programming mode The plotter was connected to the scope via a 
GPIB cable

Option (f): Each waveform must be averaged m this routine The program asks the 
user for the waveform file to be averaged and the number of waveforms added in the 
file

Option (g): The 2000 raw data points in the waveform file, read across the GPIB, 
must be scaled for useful interpretation The values used to interpret the data are the X 
and Y references, origins and increments These values are read from the waveform 
preamble The formula to convert a data value to a voltage value is
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Figure 2 23 Flow chart of MC1000

(a) Program Menu ( h )  n

(b) 1(c) 1(d) (e) (f) (g)
Return to DOS

enter filenames 
for averaged 
waveforms 

and preamble

Return to 
option (d)



/

voltage = [(data value - yreference) * yincrement] + yorigin 

The time value of a data point can be determined by the formula

time = [(data value - xreference) * xincrement] + xongm
Any waveform that is to be converted in this option must first have been file averaged 
using option (f) to change the format of the data array to one that this option 
recognises

Option (q): Selecting this option quits MC1000 and returns the user to the DOS 
operating system

Spectral data files were transferred from the Tandon 286 PC to the Apple 
Macintosh IIci microcomputer via a TOPS® network Converted data files were 
processed by Kaleidagraph™, version 2 1, a Macintosh graphics package

2.4 The 2m Photographic Spectrograph
XUV emission spectra from highly ionised first transition metal senes from 

cobalt through zinc were photographically recorded m 1989 by Costello and Mosmer 
[78] on a 2 m grazing incidence vacuum spectrograph, model E580, supplied by 
Hilger and Watts and schematically illustrated m figure 2 24

Plasmas were produced using the Q-switched Nd YAG laser (600 mJ, 10 ns) 
The target metals used to generate plasmas were cobalt through to zinc which were in 
both rod and planar form Targets were mounted m holders on the end of a drive shaft 
in the sample chamber which allowed target rotation m order to provide a fresh 
surface for repeated plasma production The spectrograph consisted of three main 
parts, all of which are in a plane perpendicular to the Rowland circle plane (l) an 
adjustable entrance slit forming a narrow aperture which acted as a hne-shape source 
for the grating, (n) a 1200 grooves m nr1 (1°47’ blaze angle) concave diffraction 
grating with a radius of curvature of 2 m, which disperses the XUV radiation, and 
(111) an XUV sensitive Kodak™ SWR (short wave radiation) glass photographic 
plate, mounted in a plate-holder, onto which the focussed image of each spectrum 
was recorded Images produced by this spectrograph are astigamtic (that is, a point in 
the object plane of the source will be imaged as a line in the image plane of the 
spectrometer), a property inherent in the concave grating but one which can be 
compensated for by auxiliary optical elements (such as a toroidal miiTor)

The LPP was positioned 6 cm from the slit The slit width was set to 15 pm 
Emission spectra were averaged over 100 laser shots to produce well blackened
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images on the plates. Also recorded on each plate was a known reference spectrum of 
aluminium. Upon substitution of the metal being studied for the reference metal, the

Grating

Figure 2.24 Schematic representation of an astigmatic 2m grazing incidence vacuum spectrograph 
demonstrating the focussing properties of the Rowland circle.

only physical change incurred to the system conditions was the repositioning of the 
baffle with respect to the photographic plate so that the reference spectrum could be 
imaged adjacent to the spectrum under study. These photographed spectra showed
varying dispersion rates across the length of the plates, ranging from 0.11 A mm-1 at 
the low wavelength end to 0.148 A mm -1 at the high wavelength side. This 
wavelength-dependent dispersion must be taken into account when measuring the 
wavelength of the emission lines.

2.5 The 2.2m MacPherson Spectrometer
The XUV pulses recorded on the system described in section 2.1 provide no 

information on the nature of the radiation (i.e., line and/or continuum and their atomic 
origins) emitted from the plasma. To better understand the target atomic-number 
dependence of laser-plasmas, it is necessary to have a knowledge of the radiative 
characteristics of the plasmas. To this end, emission spectra of these metal plasmas 
were recorded on a 2.2 m MacPherson grazing incidence spectrometer. The slit,
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grating and detector all he on the arc of the grating’s 2 2m  circle of curvature The 
detector is translatable along the Rowland circle while the entrance slit position 
remains fixed A slit width of 20 |im was used to ensure sufficient XUV radiation 
from the plasma reached the detector and because resolution was not an important 
criterion The Rowland circle setting for the detector was 16” (measured from the 
center of the grating) which, for this system, corresponds to a centre wavelength of 
135 eV with an energy window of width 40 eV The concave grating was ruled with
1200 grooves mm-1 To correct for astigmatism of the spectral image and to improve 
the efficiency (or speed) of the grazing incidence spectrometer, this system 
incorporates a toroidal mirror which produces a stigmatic2 image on the Rowland 
circle The toroidal mirror improves the speed by efficiently coupling light into the 
spectrometer by focussing it onto the entrance slit The parameters of the toroidal 
mirror are also chosen to fill the optimum width of the grating and therefore optimise 
the spectral resolution of the instrument

The photoelectric detector, illustrated in figure 2 25 comprises a photocathode 
(which converts the XUV photons to photoelectrons) coated onto a microchannel 
plate (MCP) intensified which amplifies and transmits the electrons through the MCP 
while maintaining the structure of the image impinging on the detector These newly 
generated electrons are further accelerated across a 400 |im micron-wide gap onto a 
phosphor which converts the electron flux to visible photons, which subsequently 
irradiate a photodiode array (PDA) The PDA consists of a linear airay of 1024 silicon 
p-n junction photodiodes with 25 |im-wide centres

—  photocathode
— microchannel plate
—  400 micron-wide gap 1—  phosphor
—  photodiode array

Figure 2 25 Schematic diagram of the 2 2 m photoelectric detector

The 2 2m  system shown in figure 2 26 is controlled by a software package 
[94] operated from a Tandon 286 which is interfaced via a GPIB to an EG&G 
Princeton Applied Research Optical Multichannel Analyser (OMA), model 1461 This 
device, programmed from the keyboard, acts as the interface between the PC and all
2 A point in the object plane (of the source) will be imaged as a point in the image plane (on the 
detector)
3 An MCP is an array of 104 - 107 miniature electron multipliers oriented parallel to each other, with
each channel consisting of a hollow glass fibre which is internally coated in such a way as to render
it semiconducting An electron which enters a channel is accelerated by a voltage through the fibre
producing many more electrons through collisions with the semiconductive layer [93]
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other connected devices
The MCP was operated at a working voltage of 835 V and the accelerating gap 

operated at a voltage of 4 5 kV The grating and detector chambers were maintained at
a pressure of 2 x 10 7 mbar and the toroidal mirror chamber at a working pressure of

ToNdYAG
To digitismg 
oscilloscopes

MCP/PDA 
detector on 
Rowland circle

Optical Multichannel 
Analyser (OMA) 

and PC-286
Ion and turbomolecular 

pumps
N&YAG 
laser beam

Figure 2 26 Schematic of 2 2m MacPherson spectrometer with controlling hardware

15 x 10"5 mbar The sample chamber (operating at a pressure of 1 x 10-5 mbar) can 
be returned to atmosphenc pressure without affecting the rest of the system by 
inclusion of a GCA differential pressure barrier (an MCP with no semiconducting 
material on the inner walls of its channels) between the sample and toroidal mirror 
chambers Plasmas are positionally optimised using a rotatable-translatable shaft to 
which the samples are fixed Spectra were averaged over 20 shots to improve the 
signal-to-noise ratio Again, a reference spectrum of aluminium was recorded to 
calibrate the pixel axis in terms of energy (eV) Strong emission lines of alumimium 
are plotted as a function of pixel number and the data fitted to a 2nd order polynomial 
or alternatively to the grating’s dispersion relation The 1024 data points in each 
spectrum were applied to this curve fit to convert pixel numbers into energy values

2.6 Comparison of LSM and OMA Systems
Let be the radiance or intensity per unit surface area of the plasma source at

a particular wavelength X m units m terms of flux cm*2 s r 1 or W cm-2 s r 1 m the 
direction of a detector The geometric etendue, G, characterises the ability of an 
optical system to accept light It is a function of the area of the emitting source S and 
the solid angle Cl into which it propagates This may be written as
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d2G = d S d Q  o r G  = II dS d Q
For a spectrometer G depends on the geometric characteristics of the system such as 
the slit widths and heights, dimensions of aperture and field stops, grating size, 
magnification and so forth, and is thus a constant of the instrument

For the LSM system used here, the usable photon flux at the instrument exit, 
or throughput, for a particular wavelength is given by

OjUM = Bk x  GLSM x  EXLSM x  FXLSM x  Tx (35)
where E?lLSM is the efficiency of the LSM, FJlLSM is the geometric transmission and

is the carbon/silver thin-film composite The efficiency of the LSM at a particular
wavelength is the integrated reflection curve of the LSM at that wavelength which is a 
measure of the energy in to the energy out It depends mostly on the optical constants 
(see Appendix A) of the layer materials The geometric transmission is probably a 
constant for the LSM in this case, but is not always so as one would normally have to 
include aberrations which are wavelength dependent

The total flux measured by the PMT in a bandpass A A, is therefore
« a^ G U M F jLSM (36)

As has been demonstrated in section 2 12, the LSM efficiency is not constant across 
the instrument bandpass and therefore must remain within the integral

The flux measured by the OMA system at a particular wavelength is
Ox°MA = Bx x G0MA x E^0MA x Fxoma (37)

where all factors have identical meaning except E^0MA is the efficiency of the grating 
Literature [12] shows that this efficiency is probably constant over the 6 eV centred at 
125 4 eV In the spectral interval aA,, one finds that

O ajoma = Q O M A Fjo m a E x JAA dX (38)
Upon taking the ratio of the fluxes, one gets

G l s m F il s m

Oi ) LSM/<t>4,OMA -  --------------------------------------  (39)
G O M A FjO M A EjOMA JAXB xdA.

Due to the presence of the LSM efficiency curve and the system’s geometric 
transmission, the two measured fluxes are not proportional In order to create 
proportionality, one must multiply the OMA spectra by E ^ 1̂  and F^LSM before 
integration Then the ratio becomes
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, lsm  =  C i /C 2 x  (D’a , om a  (4 0 )
where the constant factor of the LSM and OMA systems have been substituted with 
C i and C2 respectively Now,

4>’4)l0MA “  (41)
and the two measured fluxes become directly proportional

Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, three different experimental systems have been discussed in 

vaned detail, with the most attention to detail being paid to the XUV flux 
measurement system upon which the main expenments were conducted This system 
is capable of isolating a band of XUV radiation of width 6 03 eV, centred at 125 4 eV, 
by combining a NiCr/C multilayer and C/Ag thin-film composite with a collimating 
series of apertures The 2 2 m  McPherson spectrometer, on which the emission 
spectra of the metal plasmas were recorded, was briefly described It was shown that
the XUV integrated intensities measured on the LSM and OMA systems are
proportional if the OMA spectra are modulated by the efficiency of the LSM and the 
transmission of the composite filter in the 6 03 eV bandpass of the LSM system The 
2 m grazing incidence photographic spectrometer, upon which the XUV emission 
from highly ionised first row transition metals were recorded, was also briefly 
detailed
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Chapter 3

Characterisation of Nd:YAG-Produced Plasmas
The XUV emission spectra of aluminium and the transition metal plasmas of cobalt, 

nickel, copper and zinc, generated by a Nd YAG laser system were recorded on a 2 m 
grazing incidence vacuum spectrograph The purpose of this exercise was to identify the 
predominant ion stages present m these plasmas and to obtain an estimate of the typical 
electron temperatures produced by such a laser system Arising from this work, a 
number of previously unidentified spectral lines of Co, Ni, Cu and Zn ions have been 
classified

3.1 Philosophy
As the Nd YAG laser used during the course of this work was new to our 

laboratory, and hence no data on the paramaters of the typical plasmas which it could 
generate was available, we first recorded the XUV spectra of a number of plasmas for 
which the atomic data was readily available To this end, the XUV emission spectrum 
of the well-known aluminium was recorded along with the higher-Z, first transition 
senes metals of Co, Ni, Cu and Zn Determination of dominant ion stages and 
electron temperatures is most easily done for aluminium since a wealth of atomic 
structure data for all aluminium ion stages already exists By visual companson of 
recorded line intensities with intensities listed in Kelly’s spectral data tables [95], one 
can infer the ion stages present and, also, the predominant ion stages Using the 
ionisation model of Colombant and Tonon [20] one can then estimate the dominant ion 
stages present in these plasmas to check for consistency in the diagnostics

Secondly, it was hoped that by examining the known atomic structure data of 
the higher atomic-number elements of Co through Zn that complementary data on the 
typical electron temperatures and dominant ion stages of the Nd YAG-produced laser- 
plasmas would be obtained In compiling lists of classified transition lines for the Co 
through Zn ions, it was observed that some gaps in our knowledge of these atomic 
structures exist This, however, is not the case for the first row transition metals from 
Ti through Fe In order to partially fill in these gaps, an attempt at classification of 
previously unidentified lines was undertaken with the aid of the Hartree-Fock 
Configuration Interaction (HFCI) computer code written by Cowan [96]

The Nd YAG laser used to generate the plasmas was focussed with a f /5 ,100 
mm focal length lens to focal spot size of about 100 |im in diameter (cf section 2 11 
of chapter 2) This corresponds to an energy density of ~5 x 10u  W cm-2 A 
schematic diagram of the spectrograph is given in figure 2 20 of chapter 2 along with 
a short description of the experimental conditions
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3.2 Aluminium Spectral Lines
In Table ID 1 (see further on), a list of the aluminium reference lines measured 

from the photographic plates, and identified using Kelly’s tables, is given, along with 
the ionisation stage associated with each spectrum line Although hundreds of 
emission lines were recorded on each plate for aluminium, it was only required that a 
number of easily identifiable lines be located As can be seen from the table below, 
lines from ionisation stages ranging from A1 vn to A1 XI were present The relative 
intensities of lines are our visual estimates of then’ brightness on the photographic 
plates

3.2.1 Plasma Diagnostics of Aluminium Spectrum
On observation of the aluminium spectrum, it was noticed that the ion stages 

recorded ranged from A1 vn up to a cut-off (as opposed to peak) ion stage of A1XI It 
is intuitively difficult to precisely say which ion stages dominate the spectrum owing 
to the fact that spectral lines from a particular ion stage which appear to be intense 
may not onginate from the dominant ion stage It may also be the case that line 
emissions from the dominant ion stages are relatively weak and thus difficult to 
analyse From the distnbution of the lines though, the spectrum appears to be 
dominated by ionisation stages A1 vm and IX Using equation (22) from section 13 4 
of chapter 1, in the form

Te(eV) = (1 5z)3Z_1 (42)
allows the corresponding electron temperatures to be estimated Te ranged from 89 eV 
up to 133 eV If one takes the mean of this energy range as being ~111 eV then the 
incident laser power may be calculated using the equation (21) m the form

4 (Wcm-2) -  X(\im)-2 x [Te(eV)/5 2xlO-6(Z1/5)]5/3 (43)
which yields an estimated focussed laser power density of ~6 x 1011 W cm'2 for 
radiation of 1 064 jim and with Z = 13 This value is consistent with the power 
density calculated in section 2 1 1 of chapter 2, that is, ~5 x 1011 W cm-2 Using the
geometncally calculated intensity of 5 x 1011 W cm 2, one can estimate the electron 
temperature to be approximately 100 eV which corresponds to a dominant ionisation 
stage of A1 vm Again, there is some degree of consistency between the predicted and 
inferred dominant ion stages Again, it is worth noting that the ionisation model 
applies better to heavy elements than light ones
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Tfcble III 1 The emission lines of highly ionised aluminium identified on the photographic plates 
along with the ionisation stages to which these transitions correspond Relative Intensities are our 
visual estimations of the spectral line brightness on the photographic plates

Ion
Stage

Configurations Terms J-J Reference Relative 
Wavelength (À) Intensity

vn 2s22p4 - 2s22p33d 4p .4D 5/2 - 7/2 83 883 500
vn 2s22p3 - 2s22p23d 2P - 2D 1/2 - 3/2 79 96 400
vn 2s22p3 - 2s22p23d 2P - 2D 5/2 -7/2 76 557 200
vn 2s22p3 - 2s22p23d 4p _ 4p 1/2-3/2 76 44 200
vm 2s2p3 - 2s2p23d 3P-3D 2 - 3 73 703 150
vm 2s2p3 - 2s2p23d 3D -3F 3 - 3 72 223 200
vm 2s2p3 - 2s2p23d 3D -3p 1 - 2 73 401 150
vm 2s22p2 - 2s22p3d !D - *F 2 - 3 68 375 750
vm 2s2p3 - 2s2p23d 3D -3F 3 - 4 67 946 500
IX 2s2p2 - 2s2p3d 2D - 2D 5/2 - 5/2 64 885 150
IX 2s2p2 - 2s2p3d 2D - 2F 511-112 63 509 500
IX 2s2p2 - 2s2p3d 2P - 2D 3/2-5 /2 63 025 500
IX 2s2p2 - 2s2p3d 2D 12F 5/2 - 7/2 59 761 300
X 2s2p - 2s3d !p - *D 1 -2 59 107 400
X 2s22p2 - 2s22p3d îD - îF 2 - 3 57 368 450
X 2s2p - 2s3d 3P -3D 2 - 3 55 376 600
X 2s2p - 2s3d 3 p .3 D 1 -2 55 272 450
XI ls 22p - ls23d 2P -2D 3/2 - 5/2 52 446 800
XI ls 22p - ls23d 2P - 2D 1/2 - 3/2 52 299 600
X 2s2 - 2s3p 1 S -!P 0 - 1 51 979 350
XI ls22s - ls23p 2S - 2P 1/2 - 1/2 48 338 850
IX 2s22p - 2s24d 2P - 2D 3/2 - 5/2 47 856 50
X 2p2 - 2p4d !S - !P 0 - 1 46 223 100
X 2s2p - 2s4d !P - l D 1 - 2 44 902 100
X 2p2 - 2p4d 3P-3D 2 - 3 43 577 150
XI ls 22p - ls24d 2P - 2D 3/2 - 5/2 39 180 400
XI ls 22s - ls24p 2S - 2P 1/2-3/2 36.675 350
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3,3 Electron Temperatures and Predominant Ion Stages of Transition 
Metal Plasmas

The cobalt spectrum originates from line emissions from stages Co XI up to 
the observed cut-off ion stage of Co xvn The predominant stages present on the 
plates appear to be Co XI and xm For Ni and Cu, the ion stage distnbution appears to 
be similar For Zn the dominant ion stages have increased by one up to Zn xn and 
XIV Table III 2 shows the electron temperatures, Te(eV), calculated from equation
(21) using (J) = 6 x 1011 W cm-2 and the dominant ion stage, Ydom, estimated from 
expression (22) The range of predominant ion stages observed on the plates, 
Ypredomplate’ 316 use^ t0 calculate the probable electron temperature range TePlate(eV)

Thble III 2 Compilation of the dominant ion stages estimated from the laser power density and its 
corresponding electron temperatures along with the observed dominant ion stages from the 
photographic plates and their corresponding electron temperatures

Metal Te(eV) y1 dom Y  plate * preom TePlate(eV)

Cobalt 126 XI X I-X III 1 25 -2 16
Nickel 127 XI X I-X III 120 -208
Copper 128 XI X I-X III 116-201
Zinc 129 x n x n - x i v 150-247

The dominant ion stages predicted from the laser power density and those 
inferred from the plates are in reasonable agreement The electron temperatures differ 
somewhat from each other especially in the case of zinc This is due to the fact that in 
estimating Te from expression (42), the shift from one dominant ion stage to another
causes an abrupt increase in the resulting Te due to the z3 dependence As one
increases the atomic-number of the target by one, and creates the same expenmental 
conditions, a similar dominant ion stage may exist, producing a lower predicted Te 
Equation (43) is independent of the ion stage and allows calculation of Te on the basis 
of knowing the laser focussing conditions and the atomic-number of the target 
Therefore, changing the target through the transition metal senes gradually increases 
the electron temperature by a factor of Z1/5
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3.3 Atomic Structure Calculations
The computer code used to calculate line wavelengths and oscillator strengths 

was the HFCI code developed by Cowan [96] The HartreeTFock (HF) method is a 
formulation of the self-consistent field method, taking into account exchange 
interaction In the HF method, it is assumed, in accordance with the independent 
particle approximation and the Pauli exclusion principle, that the N-electron
wavefunction is a Slater determinant <i>, or, in other words, an antisymmetnsed
product of individual electron spin orbitals The optimum Slater determinant is then 
obtained by using the variational method to determine the ‘best’ individual electron 
spm orbitals The HF method is therefore a particular case of the variational method, 
in which the trial function for the N-electron atom is a Slater determinant whose 
individual spin orbitals are optimised

The total wavefunction of a many-electron system is the solution of
Schrodmger’s equation, H*F = E^F, where H is the Hamaltonian and E is the total 
energy of the system The solutions of this equation descnbe the states of the system, 
and since they also are eigenfunctions of the total angular momentum L and the total
angular spin S, they are designated by a label such as yLS where y  represents a
configuration The radial factors of the spin orbitals (wavefunctions for a single 
electron in a central potential are called oribtals or spin orbitals) are functions R(nl,r) = 
(l/r)P(nl,r) where P(nl,r) is referred to as the radial wavefunction For a given 
potential the bound-state orbitals form an orthonormal set with < nl I n’l > = 0 for n *  
n’ Let (nl) = (n^, i = 1, 2, , N) define a configuration for the atom with N-
electrons A configuration state function (csf) is an antisymmetnzed sum of the 
products of the orthonormal spm orbitals, one for each electron in the configuration, 
so as to be an eigenfunction of LS Let (1) represent the set of one electron angular
quantum number and a  any other information such as the coupling scheme required 
to uniquely specify the spin-angular coupling Then the configuration state function 
4>((nl)aLS) may be defined in Racah notation as

<D((nl)aLS) = A {[n, Rin^r)] I (l)ccLS>} (44)
In the Hartree-Fock approximation, ^(yLS) * 0(yLS) with the radial functions
selected by the energy functional, < 0 1HI 0>/<<l> I <1» This must be stationary with 
respect to all allowed variations m the radial wavefunction It leads to a system of 
coupled integro-differential equations The HF method fails to produce term-splitting 
that agrees with experiment because it ignores the effects of interaction between 
configurations Configuration interaction will take place between configurations if (1) 
they have the same total angular momentum quantum number, J, and (11) have the 
same parity P If these conditions are satisfied then Cl may strongly perturb energy
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levels and oscillator strengths of interacting configurations
Cowan’s code is a set of FORTRAN 77 programs used for the self-consistent 

field calculation of atomic radial wavefunctions, and of the various radial integrals 
involved in the calculation of the atomic energy levels and spectra The code has two 
input files, RCN and RCN2 The primary input information to the program RCN is 
the ground and excited state configurations of an ion The program calculates single- 
configuration radial wavefunctions Pn l(r) for a spherically symmetrised atom (centre- 
of-gravity energy of the configuration) using true Hartree-Fock calculations In 
addition to the radial wavefunctions, the various radial integrals, and the total energy 
of the atom, Eav, are also calculated RCN2 accepts radial wavefunctions from RCN 
and calculates various multiple-configuration radial integrals (such as overlap, 
configuration interaction, spm-orbit, radial electric dipole and electnc-quadrupole 
integrals) It automatically computes all quantities required for calculating energy 
levels and spectra of an atom and wntes a file containing this information for input to 
program RCG which performs these calculations The programs RCN35 were then 
submitted to BATCH on the VAX/VMS network for execution The output file 
RCG OUT contains, among other things, information on the atomic transitions from 
the ground state terms to the allowed excited state terms of interest, such as the 
wavelengths and oscillator strengths, determined by the selection rules for electric 
dipole (Ej) transitions

The above ab in itio  calculations were complemented by extrapolation of 
known atomic data along isoelectromc sequences, beginning with titanium where 
possible Measured wavelengths from Kelly’s tables were fitted to a 3rd or 4th order 
polynomial and extended along the first row transition metal series to predict the 
wavelengths of unknown lines

3.1.2 The 3s23p1 -> 3s24s1 Transition Array
It was noted from the spectral data tables of Kelly, and Sugar and Corliss [97]

that the 2Pi/2,3/2 -  2$ i /2 doublet lines have not been previously identified The plot m 
figure 3 1 shows an extrapolation along the aluminium I isoelectromc sequence for the 
2Pi/2,3/2 ” 2S i/2 transitions from Ti X to Zn xvm  using known lines from Kelly’s 
tables (represented by solid diamonds and circles) These data have been fitted to a 
3rd order polynomial equation The isoelectromc extrapolation proved a reliable 
technique in this case even though the doublet has not been identified for chromium or 
manganese

Configuration interaction for the unsealed calculations was retained among 
the excited state configurations of the following expansion of even panty

3s2(3d1 + 4si+4di + 5s1)
The spectral line wavelengths measured from the plates, together with calculated and 
extrapolated wavelengths for the 3p!(2P1y2,3/2)->  ^s1(2^ i/2) ^  glven m Table III 3
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Figure 3 1 Isoelectromc extrapolation of 3s23p1 (2P1/2,3/2) -> 3s24s1 (2Si/2) doublet lines in Ti 
X, V XI and Fe XIV (extracted from Kelly’s tables and represented by solid line and data points) to Co 

XV through to Zn xvm (represented by dashed line and hollow data points)

The oscillator strengths for the transitions have been taken from the HFCI 
calculations These “transition probabilities” are listed in Table III 3 m the form of gf-

Table HI 3 Observed, extrapolated and calculated wavelengths for the 3s23p1 (2Pi/2,3/2) -> 3s24s*
(2Si/2) doublet of cobalt through zinc with (a) 2Pj/ 2 - 2S \ /2 an(* O3) 2̂ 3/2 “ 2 l̂/2 AH 
wavelengths are in Angstrom units (A)

Ion Transition Observed Extrapolated HFCI g/HFCI

Co xv (a) 62 78 62 76 61 95 0 1437
(b) 62 11 62 27 62 83 0 2834

NiXVI (a) 56 00 56 19 55 23 0 1406
(b) 55 30 55 32 56 07 0 2769

Cu xvii (a) 50 17 50 11 49 54 0 1378
(b) 49 69 49 56 50 36 0 2711

Znxvm (a) 44 80 44 90 44 69 0 1354
(b) 45 19 45 27 45 49 0 2660
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values The statistical weight, g, of a state is given by 2J+1 In emission, the 
statistical weight is denved from the upper level, 1, in this case 2(l/2)+l = 2 The 
intensity of a line corresponding to a particular transition from level 1 ->  j is directly 
proportional to its Einstein transition probability A1}

The correlation of observed with calculated wavelengths in this case is quite 
good This would lead one to the conclusion that the configurations selected for Cl 
are reasonable Extrapolated wavelengths also deviated little from the observed 
wavelengths

3.13 The 3p3 -> 3p24sx Transition Array
In studying this transition array from Co xm to Zn XVI, it became apparent 

that a number of previously identified lines were conflicting with the results of our 
calculation Using corrections to the unsealed HFCI calculations, based on the energy 
separation between the calculated and observed wavelengths, it was possible to 
evaluate the wavelength of a known line in the sulphur I isoelectromc sequence

The atomic calculations included Cl between configurations of odd parity in 
the expansion

2p6(3s13p33d1 + 3s°3p5 + 3s*3p4 + 3s23p23d* + 3s23p24si + 3s23p24d*)
The calculations for transitions from the 3p3 ground state to excited states are slighdy 
more complicated than for the 3P1 ground state due to the additional terms generated 
from the three p-subshell electrons The wavelength of the emission lines of interest, 
as predicted by the HFCI model, are continuously underestimated when compared to 
the observed wavelengths The emission lines listed in Table III 4 also include an 
intercombination or spm-forbidden transition line resulting from the breakdown of the 
LS-coupling where the spin conservation selection rule is disobeyed, i e , AS * 0

In the case of sulphur-like Zn , it was not possible to clearly discern the lines 
of this transition array because they are of relatively low observed intensity This 
factor contnbuted to the drop in the number of measured lines as one continued along 
the isoelectromc sequence from cobalt to zinc

Based on the work undertaken here, we believe that certain lines listed in 
Table III 4 may have been previously misidentified The line occurring at 68 83 A in 
Co xm has been identified here as 3p3(4S3/2) -  3p2(3P)4s(4P5/2) In Kelly’s tables, 
this line has been classified as 3p ->  4d It is believed that the 72 02 A line has also 
been misidentified as 3p3(2D5/2) -  3p24d(2F7/2) The lines occurring at 70 68 A has 
been misclassified as belonging to the 3p ->  4d again The emission lines occumng at 
72 56 and 70 27 A on the plate have been tentatively attributed to the 3p3(2P3/2) -
3p2(1D)4s(2I^ /2) and 3p3(4S3/2) -  3p2(3P)4s(4P3/2) transitions, respectively, and 
have not been identified by any other authors to date
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Table III.4 Measured and calculated wavelengths and oscillator strengths for lines in the 3p* -> 
3p24s1 transition array for cobalt through nickel. All wavelengths are in Angstrom units (A).

Ion Term J -J Observed HFCI S /hfci

CoXffl 2P - (1D)2D 3/2 - 3/2 72.56+ 71.400 0.2750
2D - (3p)2p 3/2 - 1/2 72.028 70.885 0.3733
2D - (3P)2P 5/2-3 /2 71.84« 70.576 0.6013
4S - (3P)4P 3/2 - 3/2 70.27+ 69.038 0.2907
4D - ('D)2D 5/2 - 5/2 70.688 69.317 0.5531
4S - (3P)4P 3/2 - 5/2 69.83« 68.551 0.4316

Ni XIV 2P - (1D)2D 3/2-3 /2 64.09+ 63.205 0.3063
4S - (3P)4P 3/2 - 5/2 61.68§ 60.787 0.4210
2D - (3P)2P 5/2 - 3/2 63.515 62.506 0.5802

CuXV 2P - (*D)2D 3/2 - 3/2 58.44+ 56.279 0.4106
4S - (3P)4P 3/2 - 5/2 56.31§ 56.494 0.0451

§ Tentatively reclassified. 
 ̂Previously unclassified.

3.1.4 The 3p4 -> 3p34s1 Transition Array
New lines have been identified for the 3s23p4 -  3s23p34s transition array of 

cobalt through zinc during this work. Lines were selected for investigation based on 
the strength of their predicted g/-value. These lines are listed in Table III.5.

Calculations retained Cl between the configurations of the expansion: 
2p6(3s23p33d1 + 3s°3p6 + 3s* 3p5 + 3s23p3 3d1 + 3s23pMsi).

The additional complexity of four p-electrons in the ground state increases the error in 
the predicted wavelengths for particular lines. Again, the HFCI model consistently 
overestimated the energy of the excited state levels which introduced a separation of 
roughly 1 A  between calculated and observed line wavelengths, but the consistency of 
this wavelength separation is poorer than in the previous calculations, deviating up to 
~2 A  for the 1S -l P line.

Again, due to the reduction in discemibility of certain lines in nickel through 
zinc, some of the lines identified in Co xm could not be extended through the
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sequence The g/-value for the 3P0 -  3Sj line is predicted to be relatively low, but 
was found to be a weak feature in the cobalt spectrum, although it did not appear on 
any of the other plates

Table in 5 Measured and calculated wavelengths and oscillator strengths for selected lines m the 3p4 
-> 3p34s* transition array for cobalt through zinc All wavelengths are in Angstrom units (A)

Ion Term J -J Observed Extrapolated HFCI s/ hfci

Coxn i s - i p 0 - 1 79 20 78 29 77 286 0 2462
3P - 3S 0 - 1 78 85 78 72 77 724 0 0825
3P - 3S 1 -1 78 53 78 65 77 584 0 2015
!D -!D 2 - 2 78 17 76 53 76 530 0 8074
3P - 3S 2 - 1 77 65 77 69 76 690 0 4611

NiXffl !S - !p 0 - 1 69 15 68 87 67 992 0 2420
JD - lD 2 - 2 68 50 68 48 67 425 0 7705
3P - 3S 2 - 1 68 30 68 35 67 473 0 4597

Cu XIV 'S - 'P 0 - 1 61 13 61 10 60 300 0 2381
JD - lD 2 - 2 60 50 60 83 59 875 0 7359
3P - 3S 2 - 1 60 33 60 65 59 845 0 4582

Zn XV iD - iD 2 - 2 54 43 54 61 53 864 0 2346
! S - lP 0 - 1 53 95 54 45 53 547 0 7042

In figure 3 2, the deviation between the observed and calculated wavelengths 
for selected lines has been plotted The data points for each transition along the 
isoelectronic series have been fitted to a 4th order polynomial equation The 
wavelengths calculated for transitions by Cowan’s code improve in accuracy as the 
charge state increases along the isoelectronic sequence This is due to the increased 
core charge, and hence, Coulomb potential, expenenced by the electrons, which 
increases their binding energy The increased Coulomb interaction term dominates m 
the atomic calculations over the perturbing configuration interaction term, and thus, 
the system becomes more hydrogemc
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Figure 3 2 The separation between the observed and calculated wavelengths for transitions m the 3p4 
-> Sp-̂ s1 transition array for ions of Ti vn to Zn XV isoelectronic with S I

Concluding Remarks
The photographically recorded spectra of the highly ionised aluminium and the 

transition metals of cobalt through zinc have been analysed The laser power density 
for the Nd YAG laser was estimated at 6 x 1011 W cm*2 based on the ion stages 
observed in the aluminium spectrum for an estimated electron temperature of 111 eV 
Plasma electron temperatures of the order of 130 eV were found to exist in the 
transition metal spectra which correspond to dominant ion stages of Co XI, Ni XI, Cu 
XI and Zn xn  New lines for the Co xn, xm, XV, and isoelectronic metals in the senes 
up to Zn, have been tentatively classified with the aid of Hartree-Fock Configuration 
Interaction calculations and isoelectronic extrapolations for the 3pn ->  3pn_14s1 
transition arrays where n = 1, 3, 4

i
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Chapter 4
Atomic-Number Dependence

In this chapter, results are presented on a study of the atomic-number dependence of 
XUV emission from Nd YAG-generated plasmas on metals from carbon through lead In 
order to aid interpretation of the Z-dependence of the XUV flux emission observed, 
reference is made to the ionisation balance and gross atomic structure of ions present in 
our plasmas To this end, spectrally-resolved spectra recorded on the 2 2 m grazing 
mcidence spectrometer are also presented for a selected number of targets These data are 
used to generate a complementary atomic-number dependence plot which is compared 
with the plot obtained from XUV flux measurements

4.1 Introduction
For over two decades, LPPs generated by solid state lasers have been 

employed with considerable success as XUV light sources The outstanding 
properties of the LPLS are (i) the very high instantaneous bnghtness in the XUV 
range, (11) the possibility of producing picosecond and sub-picosecond XUV 
emission, and (in) the small and reproducible source size As we have seen m chapter 
1, these sources have found many useful applications in research laboratories 
Examples are XUV emission and absorption spectroscopy, XUV laser research, 
diagnostics of inertial-confinement fusion (ICF) and high-resolution x-ray 
microscopy and lithography Some of these applications have industrial potential The 
growth in importance of XUV light sources has been further stimulated by the 
progress in the development of XUV optical elements such as multilayer mirrors The 
XUV emission from laser-plasmas depends strongly on the atomic-number of the 
target material and the laser irradiance conditions (such as pulse duration, wavelength 
of radiation and focussing conditions)

Previous studies of the atomic-number dependence of radiative emission from 
laser-plasmas have concentrated on the x-ray spectral region (and to a lesser extent on 
the XUV region) using large scale laser systems McMordie and Simmons [70] 
studied the x-ray emission from plasmas of 26 targets ranging from Z = 6 -  92 with a
0 0 2 laser m the ~7 x 1010 W cm“2 energy region The plasma x-ray emission above a 
photon energy of hco = 800 eV with the bandpass determined by a 20 -  80 |im thick 
Be foil, was recorded using two silicon p-i-n diodes Srong peaks were observed as a 
function of target-Z The greatest x-ray yield observed was for Ti Strong x-ray yields 
were also observed from plasmas of Fe, Zn, Ag, Mo, In and Cd Bleach and Nagel 
[71] investigated plasma x-ray emission from targets containing elements in the range 
6 < Z < 68 using a ruby laser with an on target irradiance of ~1012 W cnr2 Absolute
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plasma x-ray emission was measured in the 0 1 -  5 keV energy region using a silicon 
diode located behind a Be filter They also found that strong peaks were observed at 
atomic-numbers corresponding to ions with valence/sub-valence electrons in the K, L 
and M atomic shells between and within which electron transitions occur producing 
the measured radiation Gilbert etal [72] measured the x-ray yields of plasmas, in the 
0 7 -  20 keV region, created from 36 target elements ranging from Z = 4 -  92 
Targets were irradiated with 8 ns Nd glass laser pulses with a focussed power density
of ~4 x 1013 W cm'2 and the emitted plasma radiation measured with crystal 
spectrograph and a p-i-n diode spectrometer Total x-ray irradiances as a function of 
target-Z showed strong peaking corresponding to transitions to the K, L and M 
shells Nakano and Kuroda [98] measured the x-ray intensity from plasmas, produced 
with a 30 ps YAG laser, above 2 keV on target metals from Z = 6 -  82 X-rays were 
measured using a 100 [im Be foil m front of a PMT equipped with a plastic 
scintillating material No distinct peaking was observed as a function of target-Z, 
although an oscillatory behaviour was present Gupta etal [73] measured the x-ray 
emission intensity from plasmas created with a 5 ns Nd glass laser with a focussed
irradiance of ~1013 W cm 2 on targets in the range 6 < Z < 73 The x-ray intensity 
measurements were earned out using a scmtillator-PMT combination coupled with a 
thin polycarbonate foil with a low energy cut-off of 900 eV Again, it was observed 
that the x-ray intensity demonstrated strong dependence on target-Z, differing by over 
an order of magnitude for different elements The greatest flux measured was from a 
copper plasma followed by that of antimony Recently, Zeng et al [99] measured the 
absolute x-ray intensity from 21 elements ranging from Z = 6 -  50 in the 2 -  13 nm 
energy region Measurements were earned out on plasmas created by 8 ns, 500 mJ 
Nd YAG laser pulses (operating at the fundamental (1 06 Jim) and first harmonic 
(0 53 |xm) wavelengths) and also using a 4 J, 35 ns slab Nd glass laser for spectra 
recorded using a grazing incidence spectrometer equipped with a MCP-PDA detector 

XUV emission from LPPs has been studied in detail by authors such as 
Mochizuki et al [74] They investigated the atomic-number dependence conversion 
efficiency to soft x-ray photons in the 0 1 -  1 5 keV region for 10 elements from Z = 
6 - 7 9  Plasmas were generated with 0 53 jim light from a frequency-doubled
GEKKO-IV laser system generating a power density of ~1014 W cm-2 in 1 ns 
Emitted plasma radiation was measured with an x-ray diode (XRD) detector array 
Again, an “undulatory” dependence of the x-ray flux on atomic-number was 
observed It is clearly seen from their study that the atomic shell mainly contnbutmg 
to the measured soft x-ray radiation moved outwards, i e , from K to L to M etc , as 
Z increases, and from that shell, a dominant stage of ionisation and corresponding 
electron temperature can be inferred at the emission region Mead etal [75] irradiated a 
number of disk targets of different Z with 0 53 (im light in 3 -  30 J, 600 ps pulses 
from an Nd glass laser which could produce a power density in the range 3 x 1013 -  4
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x 1014 W cm'2 Plasma studies were performed on (1) laser energy absorption rates 
which was observed to increase with decreasing laser intensity and increasing target- 
Z, (11) hard x-ray fluence in the energy region of 5 -  70 keV which increased with
laser intensity and target-Z, and x-ray conversion efficiencies to photons with hco >
0 1 keV for titanium and gold which increase with target-Z and decrease with 
increasing laser intensity

To date, systematic studies of the Z-dependence of plasma emission, whether 
in the x-ray or XUV region, have, in the main, utilised high-power frequency- 
doubled lasers with only a few exceptions Such laser systems would not be 
considered table-top laser sources, as would be the standard m most laboratories The 
study presented m this thesis is the first systematic investigation of the Z-dependence 
of XUV flux emission from a LPP earned out with a conventional table-top laser 
system (0 5 J, 10 ns) operating at the fundamental wavelength (1 064 |xm) Its aim is 
to optimise the plasma XUV emission obtained from plasma sources under the 
constraints of the present experimental system

To this end, we have measured the variations of the XUV photon flux emitted 
by laser-plasmas as a function of the atomic-number of the target material using the 
experimental set-up described in chapter 2 We recall that this system transmits only a 
~6 eV photon energy band centred at hco = 125 4 eV The series of measurements was 
earned out for 27 elements roughly spanning the Penodic Table, i e , from Z = 6 
(carbon) to Z = 82 (lead) The elements used as well as their location in the Penodic 
Table are highlighted in figure 4 1 A constant laser power density of approximately 5
x 1011 W cm"2 was used to create the plasma m all these expenments From the 
measured XUV flux of each plasma, the relative integrated flux intensity (area under 
the measured curve) can be determined and a target-Z dependence plot generated

To facilitate interpretation of the Z-dependence measured with the LSM 
system, the XUV spectra of certain elements used in the XUV flux measurements 
were recorded using a 2 2 m grazing incidence spectrometer in the 116 -  136 eV 
energy region The OMA-equipped spectrometer has been previously desenbed m 
section 2 5 of chapter 2 The space-resolved spectra serve to provide information on 
the nature of the radiation (line and/or continuum and their relative dominance) 
contnbuting to the measured XUV flux in the LSM system In the case of a limited 
number of spectra, it was possible to classify spectral lines from which information 
could be gleaned on the emitting ion species present in the plasmas

We have also seen in section 2 6 of chapter 2 that the throughput or usable 
photon flux of the LSM and OMA system are proportional if the spectra recorded on 
the OMA system are modulated by the efficiency of the LSM and the transmittance of 
the C/Ag composite filter in that system Thus integrating the modified OMA spectra 
in the 6 03 eV bandpass of the LSM system yielded a complementary Z-dependence 
plot with which mtercompanson with the LSM data could be made
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Figure 4 1 The elements of the periodic table selected for the atomic-number dependence study The 
metals chosen are highlighted with a dark band

4 .2  Analysis of XUV Flux Measurements and Their Spectra
The XUV flux measurements for different targets and their spectrally-resolved 

emission spectra are presented in the following section Where possible, spectral lines 
are identified and ion stages contributing to the measured radiation are indicated

4.2.1 Light Metals from C -  Si
Figure 4 2 shows the measured XUV flux for carbon, magnesium and 

aluminium As is readily seen, carbon produced only a small XUV flux signal This 
also proved to be the case when recording its emission spectrum with the OMA 
system From available spectral data [95,97], it is evident that no spectral lines have 
been measured for carbon m the 120 -  130 eV spectral region The “hump” appearing 
in figure 4 2 is produced by recombination/bremstrahlung continuum radiation

Aluminium, on the other hand, has many spectral lines m the energy region of 
interest as shown in figure 4 3 The emission spectrum compnses numerous discrete 
lines supenmposed on a bremsstrahlung (free-free transition) and/or recombination 
(free-bound transition) continuum These spectral lines contribute dramatically to the 
measured flux

From Kelly’s tables, it is noted that the transition arrays and the corresponding 
ionisation stages dominating the spectrum of magnesium in the bandpass energy 
region (around 122 -  129 eV) are
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Figure 4 2 The measured XUV flux emissions from carbon, magnesium and aluminium

Figure 4 3 The emission spectrum of aluminium in the 116 - 136 eV region
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In the case of aluminium these are
A1V [2s22p5 ->  2s22p43d]
A1VI [2s22p4 ->  2s22p3(3d, 3s)]
A1VII [2s2p4 ->  2s2p33s, 2p5 ->  2s22p25d]

The emission spectrum of silicon in the bandpass of the flux measurement is 
dominated by

Si V [2s22p6 ->  2s22p53d]
Si VI [2s22p5 ->  2s22p43s]

From figure 4 2, we observe that magnesium is the bnghtest of the low-Z 
metals examined From Kelly’s tables one sees that many bnght lines, originating 
from the ion stages listed above for magnesium are present (although not shown here) 
with relative intensities up to 500

4.2.1 3d Transition Metal Series from Ti -  Zn
Laser-plasmas created from light-to-moderate atomic-number elements (22 < 

Z < 30) show numerous emission lines superimposed on a strong continuum (which 
originates mainly from electron-ion recombination) as shown in figures 4 4 In going 
from low-to-high atomic-number targets, line emission in the XUV spectral range 
gives way to recombination continuum with a relative strength which increases with 
target-Z This increase is due to (i) the higher average ion stages attained, (n) the 
subsequent increase in electron density and (m) the mcrease in ion densities resulting 
from the reduction in the mass flow rate [100] Few spectral lines have been identified 
for the first row transition metal series within the photon energy region of interest As 
seen in figure 4 4(a), the relative dominance of lines is significantly reduced as one 
progresses along the 3d sequence The strength of the underlying continuum of 
titanium is approximately 600 counts as measured with the MCP/PDA detector array 
The dominant transition arrays present in the titanium spectrum are assigned to the
3s23p -  3s2(4d, 5f, 5d) of Ti X and 3s3p -  3p4d and 3p2 -  3p4d of Ti XI The 
corresponding XUV pulse measured with the LSM system is shown in figure 4 5 In 
the case of the Fe plasma shown m figure 4 4(b), these arrays are seen to move to 
higher energies, out of spectral energy window of interest The transition arrays 
expected (on the basis of known spectral lines published m Kelly’s tables) to produce
the strong lines appearing between 116 and 125 eV are 3s23p5 -  3s23p44s of Fe X 
and 3s23p3d -  3s23p4p of Fe xm Also readily seen in this spectrum is the increased 
continuum level at about 800 counts Figure 4 5 displays the XUV pulse measured 
with the LSM system The spectrum of zinc in figure 4 4(c) clearly shows the 
continuum as the dominant feature especially m a 6 eV band centred at 125 eV The 
continuum level has a “valley” in this part of the spectrum reducing the counts level to 
below 800 at around 125 eV The XUV pulse produced by this radiation is shown in
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Figure 4 4 The emission spectra of titanium, iron and zinc in the 116 - 136 eV energy region
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figure 4 5
In summary, it is clear from figure 4 4 that the increase in the measured flux 

with the LSM system is mainly due to an increase in the XUV continuum emission

3

Time (ns)

Figure 4 5 The measured XUV flux emission from plasmas of titanium, iron and zinc

4.2.3 Medium-Z Elements from Zr -  Sn
As\the atomic-number of the target increases, so too does the continuum 

emission In the case of the 4d transition elements, one finds that the recombination 
continuum is the dominant spectral feature Many strong lines are still present Figure 
4 6 plots the measured XUV flux from plasmas of zirconium, silver and tin Tin 
produced the greatest flux of this selection of metals Of the 4d transition metals 
examined, cadmium generated the highest measured flux Examples of emission 
spectra of plasmas created from the 4d elements of zirconium and cadmium are shown 
m figures 4 7 and 4 8 respectively Zirconium produces a low-level continuum (just 
below 200 counts) and no strong lines in the 122 -  126 eV region thus yielding a low 
XUV flux measurement as shown in figure 4 6 Cadmium, on the other hand, 
produces a strong continuum (about 1000 counts) with many strong spectral lines in 
the 6 eV band centred at ~125 eV which is seen by the LSM system as a greater flux 
measurement The elements indium and tin produced even higher XUV fluxes than 
the 4d elements, with tin producing the largest
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Figure 4 6 The measured XUV flux emission from plasmas of zirconium, cadmium and tin

Figure 4 7 The emission spectrum of zirconium m the 116 - 136 eV energy region
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Figure 4 8 The emission spectrum of cadmium in the 116 - 136 eV energy region

4.2.4 Lanthanides and Heavy Metals from La -  Pb
The emission spectra of laser-plasmas of the elements from lanthanum to 

tungsten have the remarkable characteristic of emitting essentially line-free continua 
extending from about 40 -  2000 A with a peak intensity in the 125 eV energy region 
[36,37] Considering the points discussed above with reference to the increase in 
continuum emission with higher atomic-number, one might expect that the continuum 
emission should continue to grow in intensity and smoothness as the target atomic- 
number increases, but in the case of the lanthanides this is not exactly true The 
continuum-like structure of lanthanum shown in figure 4 9 may be explained in the 
following manner Application of the ionisation model of Colomant and Tonon [20] to 
rare-earth plasmas created with a laser pulse of 5 x 1011 W cm-2 yields an electron 
density of * 1021 cnr3 at an electron temperature of about 50 eV with a corresponding 
predominant charge states of about 11 and a distribution extending up to 16 times 
ionised species [40] Under such conditions, recombination radiation will be the 
dominant source of XUV continuum The contribution from line radiation can be 
significantly absorbed by plasma opacity, i e , any line emission from the plasma’s 
hot core will be attenuated in the cool sheath surrounding the plasma However, 
plasma opacity does not explain the purity of the continuum as strong line radiation is 
emitted from plasmas of elements above and below the rare-earth elements The 
striking absence of discrete features may be explained if one examines the energy 
level structure of the range of electron configuration existing in these plasmas

For low degrees of ionisation (z < 5), the 5s and 5p subshells are filled and
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the 4f vanes with atomic-number and the ion stage With increasing ionisation, and 
hence increasing core charge, the 4f electron binding energy becomes larger than the 
5s and 5p binding energies 4f/5p and 4f/5s level crossing occurs for six and twelve 
times ionised species, respectively [99] These elements will contain 4f electrons in the 
ground state for each ion generated in the laser-plasma The proximity of the 4f, 5 s 
and 5p binding energies gives nse to bands of overlapping complex configurations 
with vanable numbers of 4f, 5s, and 5p electrons Transitions between families of 
such degenerate ground and excited configurations can give nse to hundreds of 
thousands of lines [99] As a result, the oscillator strength for these lines are so 
weakened that no strong individual features appear m the emission spectrum, i e , 
they form unresolved transition arrays (UTAs)

Figure 4 9 The emission spectrum of lanthanum in the 116 -136 eV energy region

In the 125 eV energy region, lanthanide UTAs onginate from the 4dn ->  4dn* 
*4f transitions from ionisation stages up to XV [100] Lanthanum produced the greatest 
flux emission of all targets examined in the 122 4 -  128 4 eV energy region as can be 
seen from figure 4 10 From 103 -  170 eV, the emission spectrum of lanthanum is 
dominated by a strong broad emission feature, typically 30 eV wide [101] The 
observed UTA centred at about 125 eV has been assigned to the 4dn -  4dn‘Hf 
transition arrays of lanthanum ions Since these features anse from transitions of 4d -  
4f and have An = 0, the XUV emission spectra from a group of ion stages should lie 
approximately in the same energy region Calculations using HFCI code predicted
that for the La IV [4d10 CS) ->  4d94f OP)], the average energy is 123 86 eV
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Calculations also showed that for the ion stages up to La XII, the value of Eav (average 
energy of the configuration) were fairly close to the 125 eV region and therefore these 
UTAs will strongly overlap each other Such UTAs move monotonically to higher 
energies with increasing atomic-number This appears to be the case for lanthanides 
with Z > 57 for which the UTA in figure 4 9 is shifting out of the 6 eV window at 
125 eV and thus recording a lower but still significant XUV flux

Time (ns)

Figure 4 10 The measured XUV flux for plasmas of lanthanum, cerium, samarium, yttenum and
high-Z plasmas of tungsten and lead

Plasmas from high-Z metals emit smooth and broad contmuum-like structure 
as seen in the case of gold in figure 4 11 Tungsten and lead (whose measured XUV 
flux emission are shown in figure 4 10) and gold were the high-Z metals studied in 
this work Tungsten produced the highest measured XUV flux, and lead the lowest
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Figure 4 11 The emission spectrum of gold m the 116 - 136 eV energy region

4.3 Comparison of LSM and OMA Atomic-Number 
Dependence

The significant quantity measured during the present study is the integrated 
intensity rather than the peak amplitude of the XUV pulse For each of the 27 
elements examined here, the area under the curve gave a measure of the integrated 
intensity of the flux emission on a relative scale in the 122 3 -  128 5 eV spectral 
region as defined by the 6 03 eV bandpass of the LSM system

Recalling section 2 6 of chapter 2, we found that the OMA spectra could be 
used to generate an atomic-number dependence plot which is proportional to the 
dependence observed for the LSM system The ratio of the measured fluxes for the 
LSM and OMA systems was derived to be (see expression (39))

G LSM iy -sM  L i w v a  
4>i |lLSM/ <V * “  -  ---------------------------------------------

G O m a Fjo m a e ^oma JAXB xdX,
The factors outside the integrals are constant over the bandpass, A A,, of the LSM 
system In order to render and <J>0MA proportional, one must multiply each 
OMA spectrum by the efficiency of the multilayer, E^, and the transmission of the 
Ag/C composite thin-film filter, T ,̂ and then integrate the modified spectra m the 6 03 
eV energy bandpass of the LSM system
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Figure 4 12 plots the integrated XUV intensity in relative units as a function 
of the target atomic-number for both the LSM and OMA systems The LSM data are 
represented by circles and the OMA data by triangles Both sets of atomic-number 
dependence data have been normalised to lanthanum A similar chemical trend is 
observed for both graphs An interpolating curve is only drawn for the LSM data to 
guide the eye Graphs display peaks and troughs which are strongly dependent on the 
target-Z The peaks are labelled K, L, M corresponding to the atomic shells into 
which or within which atomic transitions can occur producing the measured radiation 
Each peak originates from radiation of the dominating species of multiply-charged 
ions in the plasma, and mainly correspond to a set of transitions where the change in 
the principle quantum number is unity, that is to say, An = 1 (but also for An = 0 and 
An > 1) These sets of transitions form L-spectra with n > 3 ->  n = 2 (for ions 
stipped down to the L-shell), M-spectra for n > 4 ->  n = 3, and N-spectra for n > 5 
->  n = 4 and so on Also, from observation of the overall trend m figure 4 12, it is 
clear that recombination continuum (which scales with ion charge as z2 [102]) is 
providing an increasing ramp with Z onto which line continuum provides some 
modulation This gross Z-dependence is quite simitar to those previously observed 
for the x-ray energy region by McMordie et a l, Gupta eta l and Gilbert eta l The 
measured peaks for the M- and N-shells occur at Zn and La for the LSM system and 
at Cu and La for the OMA system The L-shell peaks at magnesium for the LSM 
system but no corresponding measurement exists for the OMA system In both cases, 
the minimum integrated intensity recorded was for carbon, and the maximum for 
lanthanum

Differences in the Z-dependencies measured by the LSM and OMA systems 
are due, in my opinion, to experimental errors For example, slight variations in the 
plasma production conditions due to (i) the laser irradiance conditions not be identical 
for each system (since different lenses were used for each), (11) the fact that the 
internal plasma conditions such as dominant ionisation stages and electron 
temperatures are not completely controllable, and from plasma to plasma these may 
vary Another reason is that different parts of the plasma may have been viewed by 
the detector in each system due to alignment requirements of each With the LSM 
system, the plasma source size was small compared to the dimensions of the apertures 
used to collimate the XUV radiation On the other hand, the slit widths in the OMA 
system were comparable to the plasma dimensions and not all of the plasma was 
viewed (i e , a degree of spatial resolution was present)

The location of a plasma with respect to the optical axis of the OMA or LSM 
system may also have vaned to a small extent from plasma to plasma, though every 
effort was made to ensure identical conditions existed in each case Also, variations in 
target geometry, surface quality (e g polished or dull, cylindrical or planar) and 
degree of oxidation will affect the plasma-producnon characteristics
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Figure 4 9 The relative integrated XUV intensity as a function of atomic-number for a laser power 
density of ~5 x 1011 W  cm'2 The solid line is drawn for the LSM results only as a visual guide
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An assumption has been made that the grating efficiency EOMA is constant 
across the 6 03 eV bandwidth and although the variation is expected to be quite small, 
for even better interpretation of the OMA Z-dependence, it is necessary to determine 
the efficiency and modify the OMA spectra accordingly

The fluorescent quantum efficiency of the NE102A plastic scintillator is not 
constant with wavelength m the 6 -  62 eV region [12] Efficiency data for NE102A 
above 62 eV are not available It has therefore been assumed that the fluorescent 
efficiency of NE102A is constant within the 122 3 -  128 5 eV energy band, but this 
may not be the case If non-negligible variations are present then the ratio of the XUV 
fluxes for each system will not be m proportion and hence the integrated intensities 
measured with the LSM system may deviate from those measured with the OMA 
system

Concluding Remarks
The XUV flux emission from plasmas of 27 elements roughly spanning the 

Periodic Table, generated using Nd YAG pulses of power density ~5 x 1011 W cm-2, 
were measured with the XUV flux measurement system (descnbed in chapter 2) in 
the energy band of 122 3 -  128 5 eV The emission spectra of a number of these 
elements in the 116 -  136 eV region were recorded using a 2 2 m grazing incidence 
instrument and used to interpret the flux measurements in terms of the nature of the 
radiation, and the contributing transition arrays and ion stages The integrated 
intensities for each of these plasmas as measured with the LSM system are used to 
generate an atomic-number dependence plot By modifying the OMA spectra with the 
efficiency of the multilayer mirror and the transmittance of the thin-film composite 
filter of the multilayer system, and then integrating the modulated spectra between 
122 3 and 128 5 eV, a comparable atomic-number dependence plot was created Both 
plots display a strong dependence on the target-Z which is m reasonable agreement 
with studies earned out for the x-ray region Three peaks are observed and assigned 
to the K-, L- and M-shells corresponding to the atomic shells into or between which 
atomic transitions occured producing the measured radiation
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Chapter 5
Double-Pulse Experiment

In this chapter, the details of an experiment based on the generation of a laser- 
produced aluminium plasma with a pair of time-separated laser pulses obtained by 
splitting the output of a single Nd:YAG laser into two parts are given. Results on 
studies of variation of the time-delay between pulses, prepulse to main pulse energy 
ratio, the effects of overlap between the two laser pulses and of defocussing the prepulse 
beam are reported. At a constant total pulse energy, an increase in XUV flux of up to 
40% was observed under certain conditions for the double-pulse configuration over that 
produced by single pulse-produced plasmas.

5.1 Philosophy
In recent years, work has been undertaken in various laboratories on the study 

of methods designed to increase the conversion efficiency of x-ray emission from 
laser-plasmas. Increasing the plasma scale length or emitting volume has been shown 
to increase the conversion efficiency in the plasma [79 and references therein]. This has 
been achieved by (i) using a variable laser pulse duration and/or (ii) by introducing a 
prepulse ahead of a higher energy main pulse. In option (ii), the first pulse or 
prepulse heats the solid and creates a plasma which is subsequently heated by the 
main pulse. Work on this effect was carried out by Kodama etal [79] who measured 
plasma emission in the 1 . 5 - 5  keV spectral range. In their experiment on the double
pulse approach, a 0.53 |im main pulse of 200 ps (FWHM) was preceded by a 1.05 
[im prepulse of the same pulse duration. The laser beams were focussed onto a planar 
copper target through aspherical lenses with angles of incidence of 35° and 22.5° to 
the target normal. The power density at the focus of the main laser pulse was 1 x 1014 
W cm-2 and the prepulse laser intensity and time interval between the two pulses was 
varied between 2 x 1012 and 9 x 1012 W cm-2 and from 1.3 to 3.1 ns, respectively. 
This experiment produced an enhancement of the optical to x-ray conversion 
efficiency by a factor of up to 3. It was observed that the x-ray conversion efficiency 
increased with prepulse intensity and/or inter-pulse time delay.

A similar experiment was carried out on plasma emission by Tom and Woods 
[80] who concentrated on the 17 -  35 nm spectral range. A gaseous plasma was 
created with a 100 fs prepulse and subsequently heated with a second time-delayed 
100 fs pulse. Both laser pulses possessed fluences of 2.6 J cnr2 and with a time- 
delay of up to 200 ps with respect to each other. It was observed that the x-ray yield 
increased dramatically with increasing time-delay up to a maximum factor of 19 over
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that produced by irradiating the unprepared solid with a single pulse of 5.2 J cm -2 
fluence.

Encouraged by these experiments on sub-nanosecond laser plasma light 
sources, it was decided to perform a parallel study with our simple table-top Nd:YAG 
laser plasma source. The laser beam was split into two parts and brought to a 
common focus on a solid aluminium target. The variations in XUV flux in the - 6  eV 
bandpass of the multilayer system with (i) time-delay between the prepulse and main 
laser pulse, At, and (ii) prepulse (Epp) to main pulse (Emp) laser energy ratio, AE (= 
Epp/Emp) were investigated. We shall demonstrate in the following that for an 
aluminium plasma an increase in XUV yield of up to 40% can be obtained, under 
certain conditions, over that produced by a single laser pulse of the same total energy.

5.2 Experimental Set-up
The arrangement used in the experiment differed very little from that shown 

in figure 2.1 of chapter 2. The Nd:YAG laser beam was split into two parts using a 
right-angle prism which intersected the beam and directed the prepulse, by means of 
internal reflection, towards the aluminium target. The remainder of the pulse, 
unaffected by the first prism, formed the main pulse. The main pulse then propagated
through a series of right-angle prisms which introduced a time-delay of 3 ns n r 1. 
Figure 5.1 shows the beam-splitting arrangement used. The prepulse and main pulse 
entered the target chamber at approximately 15° and 30° to the target normal, 
respectively. An upper limit on the time-delay between the pre- and main laser pulses 
of -9  ns was set by restrictions on the available optical path length. The laser beams 
were focussed via two f/5 plano-convex lenses of 100mm focal length. The energy in 
each pulse was measured with an energy monitor at each lens position. Bum patterns 
of both pulses were recorded on blackened photographic paper following each change 
in At and/or AE to monitor the division of the Nd:YAG pulse. Superposition of pre- 
and main focussed laser spots on the target surface was accomplished by monitoring 
the XUV output which reached its maximum value at optimum overlap. The laser spot 
positions were optimised by adjusting the lenses which were mounted on X-Y-Z 
micrometer stages. All measured XUV fluxes used in the following result sections 
were averaged over 10 laser shots.

It was not feasible to examine all possble combinations of time-delay and 
pulse energy ratio due to time restrictions. It was therefore decided to conduct the 
pulse energy ratio dependence experiment using a fixed 4 ns delay as it lay in the 
middle of the time-delay range available to us. Once AEop was found, the time-delay 
dependence was then investigated. In these conditions, the laser pulse energy ratio 
was subsequendy varied until the value AEop, which optimises the sought effect, was 
found. The effect of varying the time-delay between the two pulses at the fixed value 
near AEop was also investigated (see below for details).
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Figure 5 1 Generation of the prepulse and main pulse using nght-angle prisms

5.3 Pulse Energy Ratio Dependence
The results presented here are valid in the context of a time-delay of At = 4 ns 

Figure 5 2 shows the percentage XUV intensity gain obtained from the double-pulse 
technique over that generated by a single laser pulse of the same total energy The 
pulse energy ratio, AE = Epp/Emp, ranged from 0 16 to 1 As can be readily seen, an 
enhancement of 18% was achieved for an optimal pulse energy ratio of AEop = 0 5  
The total energy m both laser pulses, Et, amounted to 350 mJ in 10 ns of unfocussed 
energy Thus, for AE = 0 5, the prepulse energy was -115 mJ and the main pulse 
energy was ~235 mJ For AE = 0 16 and 0 34, one finds that Epp ~ 50 and 90 mJ, 
respectively Thus, Emp ~ 300 and 260 mJ, respectively At these ratios, there was no 
real enhancement effect measured For ratios greater than 0 5, it appears that the gam 
effect is reduced, but still appreciable, falling to around 13% for AE = 0 62 with Epp 
~ 132 mJ and Emp ~ 218 mJ In the case of AE = 1, the gain is about 115% with Epp 
= Emp « 175 mJ Displayed in figure 5 3 is the XUV emission from an aluminium 
plasma created with a double and single laser pulse In the case of the double-pulse, 
the pulse energy ratio is 0 5, i e , at the point of maximum enhancement using a 4 ns 
ume-delay
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Figure 5 2 Measured XUV enhancement as a function of pulse energy ratio for an aluminium plasma
in the 6 eV bandpass of the detector
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Figure 5 3 Measured XUV emission from aluminium plasmas created from double and single lasert
pulses using a time delay of 4 ns and a pulse energy ratio of 0 5
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5.4 Time-Delay Dependence
The results o f the time-delay dependence experiment presented here were 

earned out for a pulse energy ratio of 0 4 Figure 5 4 shows the variation of the 
measured integrated XUV flux for the double-pulse approach with a variable time- 
delay up to 9 ns introduced between the prepulse and main pulse

For At = 0 ns, one can expect that the situation is exactly that of a single laser 
pulse of energy 350 mJ For At = 1 ns, the XUV flux intensity generated by the 
single and double-pulse is the same This is expected since the pulse duration is of the 
order of 10 ns It is not until At = 3 ns that a difference m the emitted flux appears At 
At = 5 ns the effect is still on the increase The highest enhancement observed is for At 
= 7 ns reaching up to 40% The corresponding XUV pulses measured for the double 
and single laser pulses are shown in figure 5 5 Figure 5 6 plots the percentage XUV 
intensity gam from using the double-pulse technique over that produced by a single 
pulse of the same total laser energy (Et = Epp + Emp ~ 350 mJ) at these time-delays 
Of note is the percentage loss of 30% at a time-delay of 9 ns This may be accounted 
for by the fact that after 9 ns, the preformed plasma has expanded and cooled 
significantly through recombination of electrons with ions Therefore the mam pulse 
energy is now, to some extent, expended in the creation of new electrons in the gas 
rather than heating existing free electrons Also, absorption of the XUV emission by 
an expanding cooling plasma may be significant
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Figure 5 4 The integrated XUV flux intensity as a funcuon of time-delay between the prepulse and
main pulse
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Figure 5 5 Measured XUV emission from double-pulse and single pulse (of same total energy) for a
time-delay of 7 ns
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Figure 5 6 The percentage XUV flux enhancement measured as a function of time-delay between the 
prepulse and mam pulse for the double pulse over that produced by a single laser pulse of the same

total energy.
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5.5 Prepulse Spatial Dependence
Variations of the overlap of the prepulse with the main pulse on the target 

surface and its affect on the measured XUV flux intensities was investigated Also 
studied was the effect of defocussing the prepulse on the target surface to attempt to 
improve overlap between the prepulse and main pulse For both of these experiments,
AE = 0 5 and At = 7 ns

Figure 5 7 shows the variation in the XUV flux intensity as the prepulse is 
scanned from “behind” the mam pulse position to a location “in front” of the main

£
CD
I
a
>DX

Prepulse Position (mm)

Figure 5 7 Measured XUV flux intensity as a function of position of the prepulse with respect to the 
main pulse A prepulse posiUon of 0 mm corresponds to complete overlap between the laser pulses

plasma, i e , as viewed in the direction of the optical axis of the system by the 
detector Negative values of the prepulse position indicate that the prepulse is behind 
the main pulse, the situation is reversed for positive values As the prepulse travels 
across the main pulse, three distinct stages must be considered

(i) When the preformed plasma is behind the main plasma the measured XUV 
radiation is mostly due to emission from the mam plasma Both plasmas are spatially 
separated and radiation emitted from the preformed plasma must propagate through 
the main plasma In doing so it can, to a greater or lesser extent, be absorbed by the 
main plasma Such absorption is not likely to be strong as the main plasma is hot and 
a significant depopulation of the ion ground state is expected This situation is seen 
for prepulse positions from -1 to -0 6 mm This configuration is analogous to a dual 
laser plasma set-up where the fore plasma forms an absorbing column for the
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backlighting plasma.
(ii) As the prepulse moves closer to the main laser pulse position, the measured 

intensity begins to increase as can be seen for a prepulse position of 0.3 mm. For 
prepulse positions of 0.1 mm and 0 mm, overlap between the laser pulses is good and 
the measured XUV intensity is maximum. The main laser pulse is heating the 
preformed plasma under optimal conditions and the enhancement factor is anticipated 
to be at a peak.

(iii) When the prepulse is in front of the main laser pulse position, measured XUV 
radiation is due mainly to emission from the preformed plasma. Radiation emitted 
from the main plasma must propagate through an expanding and cooling pre-plasma 
and in doing so is strongly attenuated. Therefore, the overall measured intensity 
begins to drop.

Figure 5.8 demonstrates the effects of defocussing the prepulse laser beam.
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Figure 5.8 Measured XUV flux intensity as a function of prepulse focussing conditions. A focus 
position of 0 mm corresponds to a focussed prepulse beam.

When the prepulse is focussed on the target surface, the reading on the x-axis of 
figure 5.8 is 0 mm. The lens was then moved closer to the target in 1 mm steps such 
that the focus of the prepulse was “beneath” the target surface, thereby increasing the 
size of the laser spot. As can be seen in figure 5.8, defocussing of the prepulse laser 
spot did not seem to improve matters, but rather as the beam was defocussed by 5 
mm, the overall XUV intensity reduced by roughly 30%. It would seem that as the 
laser spot is increased in area that the overlap is improving but at the cost of the lower 
temperature of the preformed plasma. Thus, the plasma is cooler and a greater fraction
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of the XUV radiation from the main pulse is attenuated

Concluding Remarks
By producing a small priming plasma with a prepulse momentarily before the 

main laser pulse is incident on a target surface, the mam pulse energy can be more 
efficiently absorbed in that thin plasma layer to generate a higher XUV flux intensity 
or conversion efficiency than that produced by a single laser pulse heating a cold solid 
target For our conventional Nd YAG source, an enhancement of up to 40% was 
observed for a time-delay of 7 ns between the pulses, and an enhancement of 
approximately 18% was found when the prepulse-to-main pulse energy ratio is 0 5 
usmg a time-delay of 4 ns The importance of accurate overlap was noted by scanning 
the prepulse across the stationary main pulse When poor overlap is present, the 
plasmas formed are separated m space and the resultant measured radiation reduced 
due to absorption of emitted radiation from the rear plasma by the fore plasma 
Defocussing of the prepulse may improve overlap, but produces a cooler plasma with 
fewer free electrons and thus reduces absorption of the secondary laser radiation in 
the preformed plasma.

Finally, a comment on possible errors While experiments were earned out 
with great care, factors beyond our control may have affected the quality of the 
results Firstly, the optical path length over the main laser beam travelled was a few 
metres more than that covered by the prepulse laser beam The beam divergence (~2 
mrad) increased the radius of the main laser spot at the lens with distance For long 
time-delays (> 5 ns) the spot diameter was quite large Although the lense was larger 
than the beam diameter, slight vanations in focussing may have occured with 
increasing time-delay Secondly, since the main laser pulse was propagating over 
quite long distances, the air through which the beam travelled may have suffered 
refractive index vanations due to the energy vanations across the beam profile The 
resultant refractive index vanations may cause lensing effects to the laser beam and 
thus alter its beam profile and therefore effect the focussed energy distnbuaon on the 
target surface It is beyond the scope of this work to quantify these non-linear effects, 
but it is important that their affects be recognised
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Conclusions
A novel XUV light source has been developed which combines a laser-plasma 

and multilayer mirror Plasmas were created using a conventional Nd YAG laser 
system (0 5 J in 10 ns) with focussed power densities of approximately 5 x 10u  W 
cm-2 These plasmas emitted m 4n sr over a broad spectral range from (predominantly 
in) the XUV to the infrared spectra region A small solid angle of radiation emitted 
from a plasma was captured by a senes of apertures to form the beam incident on the 
NiCr/C multilayer mirror at an angle of 45° Multilayer optics are low-resolution 
dispersive elements with high XUV reflectivities at near-normal (or normal) angles of 
incidence Thus, they offer a number of advantages over grazing incidence optics 
such as (l) wider range of acceptance angles and (11) higher flux throughput The 
NiCr/C multilayer has a measured peak reflectivity of 8 5% at 125 4 eV for an angle 
of incidence of 45° with a bandwidth of 6 eV full-width at half-maximum Further, 
diffracted radiation lies in a narrow band from 122 3 to 128 5 eV with a spatial
dispersion of 0 22 eV mm-1

The range of ion stages and electron temperatures associated with plasmas 
generated by the Nd YAG laser used in the work reported here were unknown before 
commencement of this work The XUV emission spectrum of an aluminium plasma 
was therefore recorded using a 2 m grazing incidence spectrometer As the XUV 
spectra of most ions of aluminium are well known, it represented a good choice of 
target material Higher-Z metals of cobalt through zinc were simultaneously recorded 
for comparison The ionisation model of Colombant and Tonon was employed to 
check for consistency in the diagnostics It was observed from the photographic 
plates that the predominant ion stage was A1 D C  which corresponds to an electron 
temperature of ~111 eV The laser power density was then estimated to be
approximately 6 x 101 1 W cm -2 In chapter 2, the laser power density was estimated 
to be about 5 x 101 1 W cm-2 which, according to the ionisation model, produces an 
electron temperature of -100 eV and a predominant ion stage of A1 vm In the case of 
the transition metal senes from Co -  Zn, better agreement was observed because the 
ionisation model is more applicable to heavier elements than lighter ones Dunng this 
study, a number of previously unobserved spectral lines for the Co -  Zn were
classified for the transition arrays 3s23pn -  3s23pn_1 4s for n = 1 , 3, 4 with the help 
of ab imtio Configuration Interaction Hartree-Fock calculations

The flux measurement system descnbed in chapter 2 was used to investigate 
the atomic-number dependence of the emitted XUV radiation from laser-plasmas It 
was noted from the measured pulses that the XUV emission around 125 eV ocurred 
in a 25 ns duration or less The integrated intensity for each XUV pulse was plotted 
as a function of target atomic-number (Z) It was observed that this XUV flux was
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strongly dependent on atomic-number, displaying distinct peaks at magnesium, zinc 
and lanthanum In conjunction with these measurements, the emission spectra within 
the same energy region were recorded using a 2 2 m grazing incidence spectrometer 
equipped with an Optical Multichannel Analyser (OMA) The purpose here was two
fold, firstly, to gain an understanding of the nature of the XUV radiation contributing 
to the measured radiation and, secondly, to generate a complementary Z-dependence 
plot which could be compared to that produced by the multilayer system As 
expected, we observed that for low-Z targets, line emission dominates over 
continuum emission As Z increases, the continuum (mainly due to recombination) 
grows monotonically in relative strength to line emission In the case of the 
lanthanides, the emission spectra consisted of hundreds of thousands of dense lines 
which appeared continuum-like High-Z targets produced smooth continuum with no 
measurable lines in the spectrum From section 2 6 of chapter 2, we recall that the 
integrated flux measured by the OMA system could be made proportional to that 
measured with the multilayer system by modulating the recorded emission spectra 
with the multilayer efficiency and the transmittance of the thin-film composite filter, 
and then integrated within the 6 03 eV bandpass of the multilayer system These data 
were plotted on the same graph as the multilayer results A similar chemical trend was 
observed for both graphs Peaks and troughs were observed which were strongly 
dependent on the target-Z Peaks measured with the OMA system occurred at copper 
and lanthanum For both plots, the brightest plasma in the 122 3 -  128 5 eV range 
was lanthanum and the weakest was carbon A number of reasons were invoked to 
explain deviations from overlap of the Z-dependence plots, such as (l) not viewing the 
same region of the plasma, (n) slight variations in production conditions from plasma 
to plasma, (111) not accounting for the quantum efficiency of scintillator, and (iv) not 
accounting for variations of the grating efficiency within the ~6 eV energy region of 
interest The observed Z-dependences were quite similar m structure to those 
measured for the x-ray spectral region

An important property of laser-plasma light sources is their brightness One 
way of increasing the x-ray photon yield from a plasma employs a weak prepulse to 
produce a plasma which is subsequently heated with a time-delayed and more intense 
laser pulse This technique has been successfully applied to the femtosecond and 
picosecond laser pulse regime Inspired by such experiments, we have performed a 
similar investigation with our table-top nanosecond laser source on an aluminium 
plasma using the multilayer system The single Nd YAG laser beam was split into two 
separate beams The main goal was to see if an XUV enhancement effect could be 
observed using double pulse over that produced with a single laser pulse of the same 
total energy With a fixed time-delay of 4 ns between the prepulse and mam laser 
pulse, a gain of 18% was measured for a prepulse to mam pulse energy ratio of 0 5 
Results of varying the time-delay from 1 -  9 ns between the pulses for a fixed energy 
ratio of 0 4 yielded an XUV enhancement of up to 40% Also examined was the
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dependence of prepulse focussing and overlap with respect to the main pulse We 
measured no gam enhancement from defocussmg the prepulse On the other hand, we 
observed how critically the XUV enhancement depends on the spatial overlap 
between the prepulse and mam pulse When poor overlap is present, plasmas are 
separated m space and the fore plasma forms an absorbing column for the rear 
plasma, thereby reducing the overall measured flux

Finally, arising from the initial study reported here, a number of avenues for 
future study should be pursued

(a) The encouraging data on double-pulse plasma production warrants further 
experimental study using both (1) the LSM flux measurement system and (11) the 2 2 
m grazing incidence spectrometer Studies of the dependence of the XUV flux on 
target-Z, pre- and main pulse irradiance, laser wavelength, etc could be made using 
system (1) An intercompanson of the spectra of single and double pulse produced 
plasmas could be preformed using system (11)

(b) The source described in this work also has the useful property of emitting 
reasonably intense polarised radiation Hence it could be applied to the study of 
photoionisation of laser-excited aligned atoms (e g [104]) or magneto-optical 
properties of magnetic materials in the XUV (e g [105]), two areas of intense 
research but currently confined to synchrotron facilities containing wiggler-undulator 
sections capable of producing polarised radiation (purity -  80 -  95%)

(c) Finally, combined with suitable optics and scintillator for XUV-to-visible 
down conversion, a gated image-intensified CCD imaging system, currently used 
with optical filters for time/space/spectrally resolved imaging of laser-plasmas, could 
have its operation extended into the XUV Such a system could provide useful 
information on the evolution of plasma parameters in both space and time m a concise 
image format

8 8
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Appendix A 
Multilayer Theory

Reflectivities at nongrazing incidence angles may be enhanced by causing 
multiple reflections to add in phase in a similar manner to Bragg reflecion of x-rays by 
crystals The Bragg diffraction equation which describes the condition for 
constructive interference of the mth order reflection is given by

mA, = 2d sin0m (A 1)
At the Bragg angle of reflection, 0m, all scattered waves will add in phase and the total 
scattered amplitude will reach a maximum Total reflection from a multilyer mirror in 
the XUV spectral region is not possible due to the fact that all elements absorb at these 
wavelengths In order to theoretically determine the performance of a multilayer 
mirror, it is necessary to solve Maxwell’s equations for a system with a periodically 
varying dielectric constant Two equivalent approaches can be used, (1) treat x-ray 
reflections from a multilayer mirror in a manner similar to that used to compute Bragg 
reflection intensities from a naturally or artificially grown crystal or (11) use an 
adaption of the optical multilayer theory (based on the Fnesnel equations) used for the 
design of interference coatings for visible radiation The description here follows that 
of Underwood and Barbee [79] A simplified crystal diffraction theory that neglects 
absorption is described m section (I) to obtain formulae for estimating the 
performance of multilayers Optical multilayer theory is used in section (II) to make 
exact calculations of multilayer performance

Sections (HI), (IV) and (V) calculate the optical constants, corrected Bragg 
angles and corresponding integrated reflectivities or efficiency, respectively, of the 
NiCr/C multilayer with 25 bilayers and a periodicity of 74 7 A within the energy 
bandpass of the XUV flux measurement system

(I) Absorption-Free PynamicaL I heorv
In treating the reflection of soft x-rays from a natural or pseudo-crystalline 

structure such as a multilayer, either of two approaches may be adopted 
(i) Kinematical theory neglects the details of wave interactions within the structure, m 
particular, the progressive reduction of the forward wave as it travels into the 
multilayer The wave is partially reflected by successive planes, a process known as 
primary extinction The scattenng from each volume element is treated as being 
independent of the scattenng from all other volume elements This theory is used to 
study thin or mosaic crystals
(n) Dynamical theory takes into account all wave interactions and is customanly used 
in the study of x-ray diffraction from large perfect crystals
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Multilayer mirrors are essentially perfect crystals and it is therefore more 
suitable to use the dynamical theory to describe their properties Although, if a 
multilayer can be thought of as being sufficiently thin, then a kinematical 
approximation may be employed A quantitative description of “thick” and “thin” 
multilayers is given below

Although absorption in multilayers is non-negligible and may have a 
significant effect on the shape and intensity of reflections, omission of its effect leads 
to a simpler theory that gives useful expressions for estimating peak and integrated 
reflectivities and widths of the Bragg peaks

The complex refractive index of an elemental layer is given by
T| = 1 — 5 — 18 (A 2)

where 8 is the refractive index decrement and 6 is the absorption index Each index is 
related to the atomic scattering factors / 1 and f 2 by

8 = (reA,2/2jc)N /j (A  3)
and

6 = (rcX2/2 jt)N /2 (A 4)
respectively, where N is the number density of atoms (cm'3) and re is the classical
electron radius e2Anec2 with c as the speed of light The complex scattering factor is 
given by

/  = / 0 + Afx + iA/ 2 = fx + if2 (A 5)
where Af x and A/ 2 are the resonance and absorption corrections to the atomic 
scattering factor arising from anomalous dispersion (the Honls corrections) Now for
multilayers with 2d >10 A, sin0A < 0 1  A ' 1 and so thus / 0 * A, that is, all electrons 
in an atom can be considered to scatter m phase Thus f x ~ A + Af 1 and f 2 = A/ 2 

Define the scattering amplitude density for soft x-rays by
O = N | / 1 re = N[(A + Af,)2 + A /22F r e (A 6)

Now in the absorption-free case A/ 2 = 0 and the term m the brackets reduces to A +
Afi

In principle, the crystalline structure of the individual layers will contribute to 
the reflected intensity In practice, however, this structure can be neglected since the 
lattice spacing is such that Bragg’s law cannot be satisfied Therefore, the crystalline 
structure may be neglected and one need only consider multilayer superlattice 
diffraction Thus, in the crystal a unit cell may be defined in terms of a bilayer of 
metals within the multilayer From crystallographic theory, one finds the angle- 
dependent structures factor F(0) of a unit cell may then be defined as

F(0) = J d O(v) exp[iQv]dv (A  7)

where Q = 4rc(sin0)/A, and v is the direction normal to the multilayer surface Let a
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plane parallel wave of wavelength X be incident on a multilayer at a glancing angle 0
T he in tensity  o f  the w ave is  Ig and the reflected  intensity is  1(0), then using dynam ical 
theory on e obtains the reflectivity [81] from  a m ultilayer as

1(0)710 = {u2 + (u2 -1 )  cot2[A(u2 - 1)1/2] } 1 (A 8)
where

A = 2LdK | F(0m) | /m (A 9)
and

u = 7cmL[(0 - 0m) sin20m - 280)]/2A sin20m (A 10) 
The factor K is 1 for the a-component of the wave polarisation, | cos20m | for the n-
component and (1 + |cos20m |)/2 for unpolansed radiation 80 is the average 
refractive index decrement for the multilayer, that is,

50 = (reX2/2n) I  N «(A  + A ( A  11)
where Njav is the number density of the atoms of type j averaged over the multilayer 
Equations (A 8), (A 9) and (A 10) imply that a correction for refraction must be 
applied to the Bragg equation (A 1) Peak reflectivity, I^p, for the mth order Bragg 
reflection is defined as the maximum value of I(0)/Io, so differentiating equation (A 8) 
with respect to u and setting u = 0 yields

RJ  = (I(e)/Io)max = (-cot2iA)-i = tanh2A (A 12)
The integrated reflectivity for the mth order Bragg reflection, Rmr , is given by

Rm1 = Jn (I(0)/Io) d(0 - em) (A 13)
= [A(tan0m)/7cmL] J ~  (I(0)/Io) du (A 14)
= [(tan0m)/mL] A tanhA (A 15)

Equation (A 8) is derived from Ewald’s solution which assumes no absorption m the 
dynamical problem

Equation (A 10) shows that, since the peak reflectivity is at u = 0, the peak 
does not occur at the Bragg angle but at a slighdy larger angle

0mP = 0m + 28o/sin20m (A 16)
This correction is due to refraction of the x-rays (80*0) and the Bragg equation needs
m od ifica tion  to account for this In the m edium , the w avelen gth  o f  the radiation is X ’ 
w here

1 - 8’ = X/X' (A 17)
The glancing angle is 0m’ where

mV  = 2d s in 0m’ (A 18)
and therefore by Snell’s law,

ii
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1 - 50 = cos0mP/cos0m’ (A 19)
U sin g  equations (A  17), (A  18) and (A  19), the m od ified  B ragg equation  b ecom es

mX = 2d[l - (250 - 8o2)/sin20mPF2 sin0mP (A 20)

T hick and Thin M ultilayers
T w o lim iting cases o f  the dynam ical theory are d efin ed  by A  «  1 and A  »  1 

In the ca se  o f  A  «  1, w e  h ave a thick m ultilayer (s in ce  L  is  large) T his im p lies  that 
tanh A ~  1 for A >  1 8 and therefore

Rmp = 1 (A 21)
and

R^1 = A tan0m/mL (A 22)
In the case  o f  a thin m ultilayer, tanh A  ~  A  for A  <  0  4 , and thus

Rmp = A2 (A 23)
and

R̂ j1 = A2 tan0m/mL (A 24)
T he d ynam ical theory at the thin lim it approxim ation corresponds to the k inem atical 
theory

Evaluation o f  1 F (9 )  I
F or s im p le  ca se s , I F (0 )  | m ay be eva lu ated  in  an analytica l m anner I f  the  

layers A  and B (w ith  lo w  and high refractive in d ices, resp ective ly ) are h om ogen eou s  
w ith  con stan t scatterin g am plitude d en sities  O a  and i> B, w ith  p er fec tly  sharp
interfaces between them so that transitions from <X>B to O a take place over 
infinitesimally small intervals, then

F(0) = exp(iQv)dv + Ob exp(iQv)dv (A 25)
Evaluating the integrals g ives

F(0) = (1/iQ)[<Da - 4>b) exp(iQdA) - <E>A + Ob exp(iQd) (A 26) 
w hich  g iv es  

I F(0) | = [F(9)F*(8)]1/2 
= (V2/Q)[Oa2(1 - cosQdA) + Ob2(1 - cosQdB)

- + cosQd - cosQdA - cosQdB)] (A 27)
If the layer thicknesses are the same, i e , dA = dB =d/2, then equation (A 27) 
b ecom es

I F(0) | = (V2/Q) sin(Qd/4)[0A2 + <DB2 + 20>A0 B cos(Qd/2)] (A 28)
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At the Bragg angle, Q = 2m7i/d and cosQd = 1 Therefore, equation (A 27) becomes 
| F(0) | = (d/nm)(0B - <Da) smCnrndg/d) (A 29)

which is equal to zero for even order reflections Thus only odd reflections (m = 1, 2, 
3, ) are permitted by the multilayer If the layer thicknesses are equal but the
scattering amplitude density makes a smooth sinusoidal transition from Ob to Oa 
then the structure factor may be written

F(0) = (0^ 2) Jd[l + sin(27w/d)]exp(iQv)dv
+ (Ob/2) J d [1 - sin(27cv/d)] exp(iQv)dv (A 30)

which gives
I F(0) I = sin(Qd/2)[(<DA + Ob)2/Q2

+ (47i2/d2)(<DA- Ob)2/(Q2 - 4rc2/d2)2]1/2 (A 31)
Now, for m = 1, Q = 2n/d and so the sin(Qd/2)(<I>A + <X>B)2/Q2 term m equation 
(A 31) is zero, but the second term remains since

lim {[sm(Qd/2)]/(Q2 - 47C2/d2) } = - d2/87c (A 32)
Q->2n/d

which gives
| F(0j) | = (d/4)(Ofl - Oa) (A 33)

For m > 1, | F(0m) I is zero

(II) Dynamical Theory with Absorption

All materials absorb in the soft x-ray and so / 2 *  0, so that F(0) is complex 
This situation may be treated using an approach analogous to that invoked by Parratt 
for the interference of x-rays caused by contaminant layers on the surface of a 
glancing incidence mirror

Continuity of the tangential components of the electric fields must be 
boundary condition at layer interfaces If El} is the electric field vector amplitude
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incident between the jth and (j + l)th layers and Erj is the reflected vector amplitude 
from the interface, then the Fresnel coefficients Fj j +1(cj), Fj j +1(tc) for the reflection 
of the o  and n components of polarisation from the interface may be written

FjJ*l«») “  -  8j - Sj+j/gj + Sj+l (A.34)
and

W * > = < W  = <*W  - Sj+i/njrt^Ai/nj2 + «¡.iM j.,2) (A.35)
where

gj = (r)j2 - cos20)1/2. (A.36)
Here 0 is the glancing angle to the jth layer.

Define the reflectivity from the interface as
Rij*. = » P W  <A J7>

where
aj = exp(-mgjdjA) (A.38)

is the amplitude factor midway through the jth layer. A recursive formula may now be 
written as

®jj+l = aj4(®j+ij+2 +  ^ j j + l ^ j + l j +2 ^ j j +1 +  ^  (A.39)
Computation of the multilayer reflectivity starts at the substrate interface where the 
reflectivity is known to zero, i.e., R2L+2.2L+1 = 0* Successive application of equation 
(A.39) eventually leads to the interface between the vacuum and multilayer where aj = 
1 and

I(9)/Io = R1>22. (A.40)

( i l l )  Calculation of Optical Constants
The high refractive index metal layer is an alloy of 80% nickel and 20% 

chromium by weight. The specific density of NiCr = 8.496 gem-3, so that 8.496 g of 
NiCr contains 8.496 x 0.8 = 6.832 g of nickel and 8.496 x 0.2 = 1.699 g of 
chromium. Avogadro’s number, N A, of atoms (6.023 x  1023) weighs 58.71 g for Ni, 
and 52.01 g for Cr. Thus, in 1 cm 3 of NiCr, there are

NAx (6.832/58.71 + 1.699/52.01) 
atoms. Therefore, one finds that the optical constants are given by equations (A.3) 
and (A.4):

S NiCr =  ( r ^ 2/ 2 * )  n a  [(6.832/58.71)/^* +  (1.699/52.01)//*]
6NiCr = (r^2/2n) Na [(6.832/58.7l ) / 2Ni + (1.699/52.0l ) / 2Cr]

Listed in Table A.I arc the scattering factors / } and f 2 for Ni, Cr and C. These 
values have been extracted from Henke’s tables [103]. The corresponding calculated
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values for 8 and ß are also shown

Table A I  The / j  and / 2 scattering factors, and scattering and refiracuve decrements for the elements 
used in the high refracUve index layer of the NiCr/C mululayer for incident energies in the XUV

E(eV) M Â) / i Nl / i Cr / 2Ni / 2Cr N̂iCr N̂iCr

108 5 114 9 74 9 74 10 93 5 39 0 0522 0 0459
114 108 7 10 19 9 83 11 17 5 37 0 0494 0 0420
132 8 93 4 11 84 10 02 11 90 5 21 00415 0 0314
148 7 83 4 12 97 9 79 12 40 5 10 0 0359 0 0245

These data for 8 and 6 were then fitted to 2nd order polynomial equations and 
the following expressions in X obtained

8 ^  (X)= 0 018517 + 7 423xl04X -  1 0 7 4 x l0 ^ 2 
6NiCr (* >  027666 + 5 65xl04;t -  6 7 x l0 ^ 2

with X in Angstrom (A) units
The same procedure was earned through for the low refractive index carbon 

layer using a specific density of 2 g cm-3, and knowing that Avogadro’s number of 
carbon atoms weighs 12 g Results are presented in Table A II

Table A II The atomic scattering factors, / j  and / 2, and corresponding scattering and refractive 
increments of carbon

E(eV) M Â) h c h C 8C ßc (x 10-3)

108 5 114 4 05 0 596 0 0244 1 423
114 108 7 4 05 0 568 0 0222 2 350
132 8 93 4 4 05 0 497 0 0164 3 157
148 7 83 4 4 05 0 433 00131 1 925

Again, these data for 8 and B were fitted and the following expressions 
obtained*
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8C (k)= 1 8 8 x l0 ^ 2 
6C (k)= 0 4241 -  1 355xlO"2A, + 1 435xl04k2 -  5xlO’7̂ 3 

with X  in A
The scattering factors for nickel, chromium and carbon vary in an almost 

linear fashion such that the /  values needed for energies in the system bandpass may 
be interpolated from the best fit straight line graph as plotted in figure A 2 These 
scattering factor are listed m Table A III

Table A III The and f 2 scattering factors for the elements used in the high refractive index layer of 
the NiCr/C multilayer for incident energies in the system bandpass

E(eV) / i N‘ / i Cr / i c / 2Nl / 2Cr / 2C /2N,Cr
h C

121 10 81 9 88 1 47 5 27 4 05 0 548 10 98 8 68
123 10 98 9 91 11 55 5 25 4 05 0 540 11  13 8 70
125 4 11  18 9 93 11 65 5 24 4 05 0 524 11 30 8 71
127 11 33 9 95 11 74 5 22 4 05 0 528 11 43 8 72
129 11  49 9 97 11  81 5 21 4 05 0 517 11 57 8 73

The average /  for the alloy was obtained by a number of atoms weighting 
factor The number of atoms are in the ratio of (6 832/58 71) /  (1 699/52 01) ~ 3 87 
Thus the atomic proportion is 1/3 87 = 0 26 for Cr and 0 74 for Ni, that is to say

/ lf2NlCr = 0 74/j 2Ni -I- 0 26/j 2Cr 

(IV) Calculation ofJIorirected. Bragg Angies
Using the fitting curves for 8 and B derived for the NiCr and C layers allowed

the optical constants to be generated for different incident energies within the energy 
bandpass of the XUV flux measurement system, i e , from 121 to 129 4 eV Results
are compiled m Table A IV The average scattering decrement, 80, is given by 
0 5(8 ^ 0  + 8C) Knowing this, one may proceed to calculate the Bragg angle, 0m, as
from equation A 1 , and subsequently the corrected Bragg angle as defined by 
expression A 16
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Table A IV  The scattering decrements for the NiCr and C layers and corresponding Bragg and 
corrected Bragg angles for energies in the bandpass of the XUV measurement system

E (eV) N̂iCr 8C So 9m (* g )  9mp (deg)

121 0 0463 0 0197 0 0330 43 30 47 09
123 0 0454 00191 0 0322 42 43 46 13
125 4 00476 0 0182 0 0314 41 436 45 06
127 0 0437 0 0179 0 0308 40 80 44 37
129 0 0429 0 0174 0 0301 40 04 43 54

(V) Calculation of the Integrated Reflectivities
Before calculating R ^  for the NiCr/C multilayer, the scattering amplitude 

densities for each layer type must be determined This may be achieved using 
equation A 6 m the form

<t> = N (/j2 + / 22) 1/2rc (cm-2)
where re = 2 818 x lO 13 cm This may be broken down into equations for each layer 
type

(J)NiCr _  j\jN iC r[-^N iC r)2 +  ^^N iC r^2jl/2r 

0 C  =  N C [ ( f C ) 2  +  ( / 2 C ) 2 ] l/ 2 r e  

The number density for each material may be calculated as
NN>Cr _ Na(6 832/58 71 + 1 699/52 01) = 8 98 x 1022 cm'3

Nc = Na(2/12) -  1 x 1023 cm'3 
The parameter, A, given by expression A 9 for unpolansed radiation, and 

with dA = dg = 33 9 A, reads as
A = (Ld2/jc)(l + | cos2em I )(i>NlCr - <DC)

assuming that the layers form perfectly sharp interfaces Table A V lists the amplitude 
scattering densities, A parameters and integrated reflectivities at different energies in 
the bandpass

Thus, from Table A V, it can be seen that the efficiency of the NiCr/C 
multilayer is not constant across the energy bandpass of the XUV measurement
system This may be understood if one examines the n- and a-polansation
components of the incident radiation At 45° or Brewster’s angle, the 7C-polansation
vanishes to leave only c-polansed radiation reflected This is evident from the above
data in Table A V where the lowest efficiency is calculated to be at 45° At non-
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Table A IV  The amplitude scattering factors for the NiCr and C layers, and the A parameters and 
corresponding integrated reflectivities (or efficiency) of the NiCr/C multilayer for energies m the 
bandpass of the XUV measurement system at an angle of incidence of 45°

E(eV) <|)NiCr (x 1Q11) 4>c (x 1011) AA V

121 3 542 1 15 1 13 0 04
123 3 57 1 15 1 116 0 0375
125 4 3 61 1 15 1094 0 035
127 3 64 1 15 1 13 0 036
129 3 67 1 15 1 17 0 037

oblique angles, the overall reflected radiation increases due to the increase m 
contribution from the rc-polansation
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Appendix B
Photographs of XUV Flux Measurement System

Photograph B.2 The planar target mount attached to the shaft of the stepper motor.
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Photograph B.3 The multilayer and mount attached to a rotatable shaft with angular calibration.

Photograph B.4 XUV detector consisting of from left-to-right: stop with collimating aperture and 
vent holes, carbon thin-film mount, silver-coated NE102A scintillator and mount, interference filter 

attached to housed photomultiplier tube on spring loaded mounting system.
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Appendix C
The Nd:YAG Laser

A substantial amount of the work on LPPs has been earned out using solid 
state lasers, especially Q-switched Nd YAG lasers systems A YAG ^ A ^ O ^ -  
yttnum aluminium garnet) crystal doped with Nd3+ ions is optically pumped by 
radiation emitted from powerful discharge flashlamps In this 4-level pumping 
scheme (figure C 1), the energy is absorbed m allowed transitions over a fairly broad 
spectral range and then transferred by fast and efficient non-radiative processes into 
the discrete upper level of the laser transition When a population inversion occurs 
between the upper and lower laser transition levels, stimulated emission becomes the 
important process

By inhibiting the normal lasing action of the system, via an optical shutter, for 
a certain time after the pumping pulse has started, an optimal population inversion 
may be achieved On opening the shutter, this stored energy may be suddenly 
released, resulting in the laser radiation being emitted in a giant pulse of energy, the 
process is known as Q-switching Optical shuttering may be achieved usmg a Pockels 
cell (electro-optical device) which controls the transmission of light through the laser 
cavity

An optical amplifier may be used to further increase the laser output Such a 
device is simply a crystal of the same matenal used m the lasing medium (also known

Pumped
Levels

OpticalPumping

Ground
State

] I
] K  
] *

Radiattonless 
s, rapid decay

I 3/2
1 06 fim laser transition

11/2

Figure C 1 Simplified energy level diagram for the Nd3+ ions in a YAG crystal

as the oscillator) synchronously pumped with the laser A high degree of population 
inversion is obtained in the amplifier so that when the driving laser radiation from the 
oscillator passes through the amplifier medium, stimulated emission occurs and the 
energy stored in the crystal is transferred to the giant pulse
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